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About the Cover Pictures……………..
These two picture postcards of Foxton Locks were sent to me by Mrs E
Howgill of Epsom Surrey

The Front Cover

Postmarked 31st August 1908, this postcard was sent to Blackpool. It shows
Foxton Locks from the pool, which is now used as a waiting area and to turn
the boats around.

The Back Cover

Postmarked December 22nd 1905, this postcard was sent to Market
Harborough and shows the 'new style' against the 'old style.
Foxton Locks lies about 10 miles from Leicester. They were opened in 1810
and there are 10 locks in all, climbing 75 feet. It takes each boat about 45
minutes to travel through.
In 1900 an Inclined Plane (pictured bottom back cover) was built which carried
4 boats at a time in only 10 minutes. This was closed after about 10 years –
presumably through lack of demand) and later dismantled. In 1980 the Foxton
Inclined Plane Trust was formed, which resulted in the reconstruction of the
former boiler house into a canal museum. Currently, as well as working to
improve the site, they are investigating the possibility of restoring the Inclined
Plane.

Editorial – Toni Smith
I was recently approached by the vicar of Little Stretton Church, Ashley
Cheesman, asking if I could make up a small leaflet about the church there.
This, he explained, will be sold in aid of the church renovation fund. Well, as
you know in family and local history, one thing leads to another, and I found
myself getting interested in the village itself.
I, and two colleagues, have transcribed the monumental inscriptions in the
churchyard, which incidentally are mostly slate, and are all positioned around
the perimeter of the plot.
I am therefore collating information about the village – census's and general
history – in hope that I can eventually put a little booklet together for the
village. Its quite easy as there are only about 28 houses, so each census is
just 4 pages!
Being so small though, does have its disadvantages, as most of the
inhabitants are young and new to the village – so know little about the village
history. My plea to members, is that if you have any information or tit-bits
about the village – especially photographs – I would be most grateful to hear
from you. The church is in need of urgent repair, and if I can help in some
small way it would be good.
2
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Chairman – Peter Cousins
The AGM and Open Day for 2004 has provisionally been booked to take place
on Sunday 14th March at the Oadby Beauchamp College, the same venue as
this year. This year's day was so successful, with so many members
attending from far and wide, that we did have a problem with the background
noise during the 3 talks. To alleviate this problem next year, we will be using
completely separate lecture rooms for the talks. I hope the noise did not
detract too much from an otherwise excellent day, and look forward to helping
plan an even better day for 2004.

News from the Secretary – Ray Broad

This little column is really a series of notes and events that pass through my
hands or over my desk that may be of interest to a wider audience.

Executive Committee
Rather belatedly, I am informing you that for the first time in many years we
have a full complement of members on the Committee. After the AGM in
March two people volunteered to help and have duly been co-opted onto the
committee. Our thanks go to Bryan Allen and Mike Hutchinson for offering
their services.
Bryan has taken on the role of Computer Co-ordinator with the major task of
monitoring, managing and updating our computer equipment. Our Research
Centre has increased from a single machine to 6 in no time at all and we are
sure this is not the end. There is a gradual trend away from microforms to
CDs and on-line technology and we are sure that this trend will continue.
Mike Hutchinson has joined as Services Co-ordinator. His first task is to make
some sense of our Members Interests Files which are suffering from a degree
of neglect simply because no one has had the time to put the effort in. Even
after only a few weeks Mike has already updated the largest and oldest of
these files and will hopefully add a system to cope with those being entered
on-line and those produced by new members when they join. Mike is also
investigating the Strays system that has been handled manually up to now but
will probably be put on a computer in the future.
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Snippets from the Federation of Family History Societies
Newsletter.
National Burial Index
The first CD for this important database was produced last year with about 5
million names on it. A new disk should be ready early next year with more
than 10 million records.
Familyhistoryonline
This initiative launched by FFHS right at the end of last year has proved very
successful. In June this year there were 11.3 million records from 28 different
counties and the numbers continue to increase. There are many thousands of
our Society’s records present and more will be loaded as time goes on. The
large number of people searching the site has meant a steady income in
royalties coming back to the Society
Vouchers for searching the site can be obtained from our bookshop – see
centre pages.

Registration Review
The Government's consultation document Civil Registration: Delivering Vital
Change was published on 10 July. This is the first step in the process
necessary to change registration legislation. The framework for reform was
outlined in the white paper Civil Registration: Vital Change published in
January last year. The legislative changes are to be made under the powers
contained in the Regulatory Reform Act 2001.
You can find the document on the ONS website, it is a massive 350 pages
long. Please look at www.statistics.gov.uk/registration
We have until 24th October to make any comments from the Society. Please
let me have your views by the end of September, preferably by email to
secretary@lrfhs.org.uk

Donations to the Society
The Society thanks the following members for their kind generosity:
Mrs. S. Hope.
Josie Green
We hope to use the money for a new microfiche reader and other
equipment for the Library.

4
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News from the Groups
Computer Group
Evington Village Hall, Church Road, Evington, Leicester
7.30pm (plenty of free car parking)
CHAIRMAN

RAY BROAD, 11 Spring Lane, Wymondham LE14 2AY

Secretary@lrfhs.org.uk
Forthcoming Meetings
Sep 29

The Family Tree Maker Programme for Genealogy Recording.
Toni Smith
Data Available on CD's. Discussion & Workshop

Nov 24

Reviews
June 2nd
Use of the Internet for Family History – by Peter Cousins
More than 65 members and visitors came to this meeting to hear Peter talk
about use of the Internet. He took us through many of the on-line systems
that are now available, emphasising all the time that few of them contain
original data and that anything found must be carefully checked against the
original source. Many of the systems that he illustrated have only become
available during the last year and a number only during the last few weeks.
He emphasised that this trend is set to continue. He also told us that the
downside of much of this new material is that more and more commercial
organisations are becoming involved and they are expecting to be paid for
their expertise.

Hinckley
The Hinckley Library, Lancaster Road, Hinckley –
7.00 to 9.00 pm
CHAIRMAN
SECRETARY

BARBARA HARRISON, 114 Hinckley Road, Leic Forest East, Leics LE3 3JS
JEAN PERKINS "Majordene" Aston Lane Aston Flamville,Hinckley,LE10 3AA

Forthcoming Meetings
Sep 3
Oct 1
Nov 5
Dec 3

Carrying in Inland Waterways
Aspects of Weddings over the Years
Nail Making in the 19th century
Social Evening

Nicholas Hill
Michael & Joyce Billings
Derek Wheeler

Reviews
4 June - Michael Hutchinson had been invited to tell us the very complicated
tale of the sale in 1876 of the Queens Head Inn in Hinckley. His interest was
fuelled by the chance purchase, at an antiques fair, of old solicitors records,
which mentioned his ancestor, Joseph Patch. Over 250 solicitors letters
emanated from this sale, with family members disputing and delaying almost
everything to do with the sale of the property, and with allegations and threats
of writs etc.
PAT
CAMPTON
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Leicester
The Royce Institute, Crane Street, Leicester 7.30pm
CHAIRMAN
SECRETARY

PETER COUSINS, 13 Langton Road, Wigston, Leicester LE18 2HT
ANN COUSINS, 13 Langton Road, Wigston, Leicester LE18 2HT

Forthcoming Meetings: Sept 10
Oct 8
Nov 12
Dec 10

A Tiger & a Fusilier
A Skeleton in the Cupboard
War Medals
Christmas Social & Bring Your Heirlooms & Stories

Derek Seaton
Maureen Waugh
George Gamble

Reviews
14 May - The story of the Battle for Frezenberg Ridge and the
Leicestershire Yeomanry was given by Mr Peter Spooner at the May
meeting.
It was a detailed account of the part played by The Leicestershire Yeomanry.
Frezenberg Ridge lies in Belgium, close to Ypres. In 1915 the Leicestershire
Yeomanry were involved in the defence of Ypres, preventing the German
break-through to the sea. Together with the second company of the Life
Guards, they dug trenches and held these positions against heavy
bombardment – thus stopping the enemy advance. They sustained many
casualties.
The action is remembered at their annual church service in Leicestershire.
11 June - Ray Broad, the society Secretary, came to talk to the June meeting
about 'How to use computers in Family History'.
Computer programmes allow us to collate information and we were given
examples of how this can be done to store data collected. The programmes
demonstrated were – Family Origins, Generation, Custodian, and Family
Historian.
The merits of these varying programmes were discussed, and how they can
be adapted to meet individual needs. Some time was also spent discussing
how to utilise the internet.
9 July - Non-Conformity & Dissent
Dr Simon Pawley
An excellent presentation about tracing origins from the sixteenth century
using records left by the Presbyterians, Congregationalists, Baptists Quakers
and later the Methodists.
But from these sects it was the Quakers who kept the best and most accurate
records. Documentation regarding the other denominations, apart from
Anglicans, being somewhat fragmented.
Marriages, until more recent times, were performed for all in the local Anglican
church, where the records are still found.
Burials are more difficult – as the local churchyard was used for all.

6
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Loughborough
The Community Lounge, Burleigh Community College,
Loughborough - 7.30pm
CHAIRMAN
SECRETARY

MICHAEL HUTCHINSON, 197 Cole Lane, Borrowash, Derby DE72 3GN
MAGGIE HEGGS, 18 Tamworth Close, Shepshed, Leicester LE12 9NE

Forthcoming Meetings; Sept 12
Oct 10
Nov 14
Dec 12

Leicestershire People in the Ladysmith Campaign
Costumes – Elizabethan to Edwardian
Enclosure and Village Labourers
Members Evening "Bring Show and Tell"

Robin Jenkins
J Farrell
Mick Rawle

Reviews
9 May - Bill Gins
Matters of Grave Concern.
After the usual jokes of "Yours is a dead end job then?" etc Bill went on to
inform us of the changes even in the funeral directors job. Of course, they had
to be on hand and sympathetic throughout but the job had its moments and
there is the lighter side after all. A lot of people are opting for woodland burial
now where trees are planted and with the expertise of Environ - an
environmental Company there is a site at Prestwold and another one has
been opened at Scraptoft. There are stone chips in the graves but no
headstone, and the names relating to the burials can be found in the register.
13 June
Framework Knitters or FWK's for short as we family historians say. This was
the topic for our June talk given by Jack Smirfitt from the FWK Museum at
Ruddington - a must for all you out there with FWK in your ancestors. Jack
gave us a history of this craft and very skilled it was. The first knitted things
were hats the earliest around the 1300's. This craft was suitable for the poor
as only needed needles and yarn which they could spin themselves. William
Lee invented a machine to knit this was 200 years before the industrial
revolution. Lee and associates got a charter from Charles II, which enabled
them to control apprenticeships etc from London but rival guilds were set up in
the Midlands.
The machines were made by blacksmiths (framesmith) and being a skilled
job, learning to use these machines was a lengthy process. FWKs were wellrespected people even though they were exploited. In 1864 William Cotton
invented the machine that killed the FWK machines and the industry finally
died in 1960. An industry which lasted from 1589 to 1960 had a good run.
M HEGGS
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Market Harborough
The Harborough Museum, Adam and Eve Street,
Market Harborough at 7.30pm
CHAIRMAN
SECRETARY

JANE MOELWYN-HUGHES, 21 Launde Road, Oadby Leicester LE2 4HH
BARRY MANGER, 58 Gwendoline Drive, Countesthorpe, Leicester LE8 5SF

Forthcoming Meetings
18 Sep
Oct 16
Nov 20
Dec 17

An Introduction to Wills and Probate
Northamptonshire Mail in World War 1
Follies and Curiosities in Leicestershire
(Wednesday) Xmas Party with M H Historical Society

Craig Stringer
Derek Smeathers
Diana Courtney

(Please note the change of the November meeting speaker)
Reviews
15 May
Ray Broad, the Secretary of the L&RFHS was our speaker. He told us all
about the various genealogy software packages available. He explained
how they are all based on a card index and was able to show us different
programmes, pointing out the pro's and con's of each. It was a most
informative evening and of great benefit to our newer members.
JANE MOELWYN-HUGHES

19 June
About 35 members enjoyed an evening visit to Clipston School with Peter
Wilford, an ex-pupil, as the guide. The school, believed to be one of the oldest
primary schools in the country still in everyday use, was endowed by Sir
George Buswell in 1668. When built in 1672, the school room in the centre
had a wing on each side housing "twelve poor elderly persons" and was
known as the Grammar School and Hospital. In 1927, the building was
converted into a central school with five classrooms. Members were able to
view some of the original oak desks where pupils had expertly carved their
names dating back to the 18th century. The party then walked to the Church
to see the elaborate memorials of the Buswell family, which descended from
the Buswells of Husbands Bosworth, and Dishley Grange, just north of
Loughborough. The evening concluded with supper at the Old Red Lion in the
village.
PETER WILFORD

Previews
16th October Northampton Mail in World War One
We have heard Derek Smeathers talks “The Story of the Early Post 16231840” and “ Railways and the Post” . Now we look forward to Derek’s third
talk “Northampton Mail in WW1”
20th November Follies and Curiosities in Leicestershire and Rutland
Please note this is a change of programme
8
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Owing to cancellation of original speaker Diana Courtney, a Blue Badge
Guide, has kindly stepped in to tell us about the follies and curiosities around
Leicestershire
10th December Wednesday
Christmas party with the Market Harborough History Society
This has proved to be a very pleasant social evening with entertainment and
refreshments. Please note the date.

Melton Mowbray
The United Reform Church, Chapel Street, Melton Mowbray
at 7.30pm
CHAIRMAN
SECRETARY

MICK RAWLE, 9 Witham Close, Melton Mowbray, Leicester LE13 0EA
CHERYL RAWLE, 9 Witham Close, Melton Mowbray, Leicester LE13 0EA

Forthcoming Meetings
Sep 4
Oct 2
Nov 6
Dec 4

Health and Life In 1863
Village Names
Medals
Making Sense of the Census

Mr.P J Brownlow
Gareth Mark King
George Gamble
Committee

Reviews
1st May
The evening's speaker was Mick Rawle, professional researcher, Projects
Co-ordinator of LRFHS and Chairman of the Melton Group. His subject was
Enclosure And The Village Labourer.
Mick described to a full house the impact of the Enclosure Acts of the late
1700s which deprived villagers of their livelihoods, forcing them onto
parish relief or into starvation, migration or emigration. They had no
recourse to law and no voice in Parliament. Protests and riots were met
with prison, transportation or the rope. In the meantime, landowners became
even wealthier as Enclosure enabled them to increase productivity, their
contributions to parish relief being cheaper than paying wages. When
labourers complained of their poverty, they were accused of not being
frugal. It was a sorry tale which drew comparisons with repressive regimes
in the news today.
LESLEY CHANEY

5 June
Dr Simon Pawley made a welcome return visit to Melton group to speak on
the subject of Non-conformity and Dissent. He took the audience through
the different types of non -conformity, pointing out that for a long period even
Roman Catholics could be classed as such as their religion was kept
underground for many years.
Many people shifted allegiance between both the established church and the
different branches of non -conformity so never assume your ancestors were
LRFHS Journal No. 113
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one or the other. Missing baptisms offer a clue to some families dissent, infant
baptism was a contentious issue and whilst many had no problem with being
married in the Church of England, they may not have had their children
baptised there.
Informers were paid to report any illicit meetings of worshippers and quoted
examples of a John Smith of Leicestershire who made a lot of money
informing on groups. Quakers caused problems however, as no-one spoke at
their meetings. It was difficult to prove that a religious meeting was in
progress! A meeting of more than four people could be punished by
transportation.
Dr Pawley touched on the subject of records - most are lost or incomplete due
to the nature of non-conformity. No-one made any rules about records which
had to be kept, unlike the Church of England. Quakers however did keep
records and these survive and are very interesting to family historians as the
list all those present, i.e. witnesses at the marriage. He also pointed out that
the witnesses were literate, not that usual for the period but essential where
reading and understanding the bible was a major part of their religion.
3 July
Sarah Williams, formerly from Leicestershire museum service and now
keeper of collections at Tamworth Castle spoke on the 'Victorian Lady'. With
her extensive knowledge of the fashions of the time she took members
through such highlights as how to lace up your corset and why bloomers were
invented. One of her more unusual facts was the death rate of crinoline
wearing fashionable females, through being blown off clifftops, burning from
open fires or being caught and dragged along by carriages!
Mourning dresses, including ball gowns and handkerchiefs were described
and the endless variety of livestock killed for trimmings was also touched on. It
seems the Victorians were unrepentant over killing, stuffing and wearing all
manner of animals and birds as decoration. The RSPB was set up as a result
of such fashions decimating bird populations.

Rutland Group
The Rutland County Museum, Oakham
at 7.30 p.m.
CHAIRMAN
SECRETARY

RAY BROAD, 11 Spring Lane, Wymondham, Leicestershire LE14 2AY
HILARY WALLACE, 25 Main Street, Empingham, Rutland LE15 8PR

Forthcoming Meetings
Sep 8
Oct 13
Nov 10
Dec 8
10

Wills & Inventories
Temporary Residents –
Railway Navvies in Leicestershire
Military Research on CD ROMs and The Internet
Xmas Get Together
LRFHS Journal No. 113

Dr Simon Pawley
Fred Hartley
Peter Cousins

September 2003

Reviews
14th Apr – Medical Aspects of Genealogy – Dr Cawte
This talk made us think about some medical aspects of history, looking at the
patterns of births in families, illnesses in previous centuries and the information
on death certificates in ways which will be very helpful in our future research.
12th May – The Workhouse – Derek Wileman
Derek gave us an illustrated history of the Southwell workhouse and
information about workhouses in general increasing our understanding of what
they did and how the poor law and workhouse system affected the lives of our
ancestors.
9th June – What my Mother in Law never told me. – Liz Ward
We shall all regard house clearance with ‘new eyes’ in the future. Liz told us
how she and her husband set about sorting the family home after almost 300
years of putting things to one side. She brought many treasures with her –
clothes, documents and many other items as well as many stories about their
finds.
14th July – Visit to the Record Office at Wigston – Pat Grundy
We were given a conducted tour of the search rooms and strong room. Pat
gave us an idea of the many different kinds of document held at the Record
Office and how to access them. We also were able to see Enclosure Maps
and Awards, School log books and registers and other interesting items
relating to Rutland
Preview
8th Sep – Wills and Inventories – Dr Simon Pawley
Understanding the importance of Wills and Inventories, where the Wills were
lodged and the wealth of information to be gained by the Family Historian.
13th Oct – Temporary Residents – Railway Navvies in Leicestershire –
Fred Hartley
The history of railways in our area has been written at length but very little is
recorded about the men who built them, and their families who settled
temporarily in local communities and often faced suspicion and hostility.
10th Nov – Military Research on CD ROM and the Internet – Peter Cousins
How to set about researching ancestors who were in the military and how to
obtain results from CD’s, CD ROMS and Internet.
8th Dec – Xmas Get together
Our Christmas evening with ‘a ringing difference’.
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Interesting Web Sites
Submitted by members:
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/
is a fascinating site with a searchable database of court cases 1674 - 1834.
Searchable by name, which is why it is so good for FH researchers.

Back Issues of the Journal
Available at the following prices: Current year - £I.50 each
Last year - 50p each
(subject to availability)
Prices include postage – overseas add 3 IRC’S
TOM SHAW, 34 Sussex Road, South Wigston, Leicester LEI8 4WP

Rates for advertising in this Journal
¼ page..incl. VAT...... £11.75
½ page..incl. VAT..…. £23.50

full page…incl. VAT…£35.25
payment to editor with order please

If your advert is personalised, please send on floppy disc or email

Book for Sale
Genealogy Online - Millenium Edition

Elizabeth Powell Crowe.

Paperback, creases to cover, well read!
Useful reference book. £5.00 o.n.o Buyer pays postage
(quite heavy)please feel free to contact me for further details
t.wright10@ntlworld.com
LORNA WRIGHT 3 SLADE CRES. KETTERING. NORTHANTS. NN15 6AN

Can Anyone Help Please?
Is there anyone from the Nuneaton area who attends the Societies
meetings in Hinckley that has a spare seat in their car, as I have no
transport and would very much like to attend.
Many Thanks
JUNE FAULKES.

june.faulkes@virgin.net
12
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Society Projects
By Mick Rawle
Many thanks again to all our Project workers who are continuing to do a
massive amount of work each month. Lots of Street Indices have been done
recently after my plea in the last Journal - many thanks to all those who
volunteered their time.
Keith Hammond, one of our members, asked me if we could get
Leicestershire Registrars to put together a website similar to the one for
Cheshire - go to www.CheshireBMD to view it. Keith and I think that the site
is brilliant, see what you think. There are three Registrars in our two counties,
and by the time you read this, we will have had a meeting with the Registrar
for Leicestershire, but not the ones for Leicester City and Rutland. We have
also contacted the Cheshire website coordinator and he has very kindly
offered us the software for free.

Census Projects
1891 Census Index for Leicestershire
This was completed at the beginning of June and is now on sale in CD format.
This was our largest project to date with a total of well over 230,000 names.
It can be bought separately or on one CD along with the 1891 Census Index
for the Borough of Leicester that we completed last year, so there are now just
two Indices covering the whole county.
1861 Census Index for Leicestershire
This is going extremely well - as at the 21st July we have transcribed 114 out
of 147 packs, and checked 71 of those. My wife Cheryl has even completed
ten, ready for the final Index. As soon as all the packs have been transcribed
we will release the Borough of Leicester packs, followed by the Rutland
packs.
Other Census Indices
I am hoping that it may soon be possible to issue the 1871 Census pages for
transcription. I still aim to do the 1841 Census as well, but that is a long way
off yet, and I would like to eventually do the 1851 Census again and produce
one searchable index rather than the present Acrobat Reader version in 27
separate indices.
Census Street Indices
LRFHS Journal No. 113
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I now have four places left to do - Hugglescote, Ibstock, Syston and Whitwick.
If you wish to volunteer, you will require access to a fiche reader and a film
reader to do all the Census returns. You will also need access to the various
films or fiche for these Leicestershire towns on each Census. Please contact
me for instructions and details of which Censuses we require.

Parish Register Projects
Leicester Parish Registers on CD (The Leicester Project)
This is this years best selling CD so far, and Charleen Dunn and her team in
the USA are working away on producing another one. See her article on page
16 of this Journal. I have been sending her fiche for various PRs that she
doesn't have, bought out of the money we have made on selling these CDs.
Rutland Parish Registers
Doreen Furby continues to produce indices for these. – See article (p 15)
County Burial and Welford Road Cemetery Indices
Many packs have been issued for checking and transcribing of the County
Burial Indices, and much discussion has recently taken place regarding the
WRC Indices. The WRC is continuing to cause us real headaches with layout,
checking and requirement problems. Malcolm Glasse, Pat Glasse and
Brannon Cope are all beavering away trying to resolve these problems and I
have no doubt they will succeed. They will then issue a pack and a fiche and
people will be required to check what is written on the printouts against the
fiche, in just the same way as they are doing with the Census returns.

Poor Law and Quarter Session Projects
I have now received back the last of the 15 Quarter Session Transcripts I
issued some time ago. I will process them when I can find time and issue
checking packs.
John Savage has reached the letter 'G' in transcribing the Poor Law Index
Cards in the Records Office. Is there anyone out there who could help him out
by starting at Z and working backwards through the alphabet? You will need
to go to the Records Office in Wigston to be able to do this, and having a lap
top computer will be a great help, although you can transcribe by hand and
then computerise at a later date.
(email address is in the inside front cover)
MICK RAWLE

14
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Rutland Parish Registers Projects Update
Just an update on progress - and a request for more help!
Mick is now in possession of the first six parishes to be completed: they are: Brooke, Edith Weston, Hambleton, Manton, Normanton and Whitwell.
We have a few more ready for checking.
Those currently being transcribed include: Ayston, Braunston, Empingham, Teigh and Wing.
I have fiche for several more registers and Mick has some spare fiche
readers, so we are keen to recruit more volunteers willing to transcribe at
home. If you are interested in working on a particular parish, please contact
me. We may already have the fiche you want, and if not, it can be ordered in
the next batch. We also have some hand written lists, which need typing into
Excel spreadsheets. Help with checking the Excel copies from the fiche
against the original registers and Bishops transcripts at the Record Office in
Wigston would be especially welcome. So far availability of registers has not
been affected by the building work, and the Bishops transcripts are
permanently available on open shelves.
DOREEN FURBY

d.furby@tiscali.co.uk
(please note this is a new email address)

The Curse Of The Elephant Man
In November 2002, Jean Perry and I undertook some special research for a
New Zealand natural history film unit, part of Fox Film Studios of America.
We were asked to try and trace any living descendants of George & Catherine
Potterton, who were the Grand-parents of Joseph Carey Merrick, Leicester’s
famous “Elephant Man”. The film unit were hoping to undertake a DNA study
on any descendants, especially on the female line. In 3 weeks research we
found over 30 living descendants in the UK, including most importantly Pat
Selby, living in Leicester, whose Father was Joseph’s cousin.
The resulting television documentary, filmed in Leicester (including some
scenes in our Library), London and America, called “The Curse Of The
Elephant Man”, can be seen in the UK, on Channel 4 in early October 2003.
PETER COUSINS
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Indexing The Leicestershire Parish Registers
By Charleen Dunn
I am a professional researcher specializing in English research. I did not want
to become this, it just happened. As I started doing my family research I found
that they all came from Britain and once I got started I found it impossible to
think about anything else. I took classes and worked under an exceptional
teacher. After a few years I started teaching classes and clients started to
come. It was so much fun finding families and putting them together, making
contacts in England with people who wanted to talk about and do genealogy.
But, of course, there were those frustrating times when the records were
unavailable or everyone in the parish had the same name. I found many of
these moments in my researching the records of Leicestershire. The Salt Lake
City collection had many Bishop's transcripts but not many parish registers. I
was continually writing to have some one else look at those precious Parish
Registers. One day an Irish researcher came to me and asked me if I would
go with her on a 16-day research trip to England and Ireland, for her partner
had backed out on their plan. This was just after the PAN AM airplane disaster
and the round trip tickets to London was $390. The trip was only 6 weeks
away and I didn't even have a passport. I had to purchase the ticket the next
day to get that good deal.
I ran to the head of the English section of the library and asked, "If you had
one week in Leicester for research, what would you do?" He said, "Try to buy
copies of the parishes that your family comes from." That sounded easy. I
noted all the parishes from which my identified ancestors came. Then I listed
all the contiguous parishes. To my astonishment there were 130 parishes on
my list. I didn't have that kind of money, to purchase the copies of 130
parishes, so I went to my brothers and my clients who also had Leicester
ancestry. They were all very generous and gave me the backing needed.
I contacted the CRO Archivist she was a wonderful help. She said, “Bring me
your list and I will send a letter to the Reverend of the parish to get
permission”. She asked what my purpose was and I said, "to find my family,
and I will index the records and give the record office a copy of my index". I
had no previous thought of indexing and I had no knowledge of the time that is
consumed by such a project. I definitely rushed in where angels fear to tread.
With that word I had sealed my fate for the rest of my life. No more clients, no
more wonderful research trips to the library, just hours and hours of sitting by
my computer reading old English records.
As it turned out I was allowed to purchase 90 of the 130 parishes that I had
ordered and I started to work. Over the years I have been able to purchase
16
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180 parishes with arrangements now to collect all 340 parishes that are in the
county.
I have learned a great deal from reading an entire parish register about family
development and the comings and goings of the people, but most of all about
the incompleteness of the records. In combining the families I found so many
gaps and spaces where children should have or could have been born. In the
records I find so many people who are married and/or buried who were never
christened and many people who were christened that were never married or
buried, far too many to be accounted for by moving in or out of the parish.
The only explanation is that not every event in a person’s life was recorded. It
has been estimated that 25% of the people living in a parish did not get
recorded in the register. I have checked many of these families in the wills of
Leicestershire and find that number to be too small. It could be closer to 50%
of the people living in a parish not getting recorded. In many cases the will
shows that the family is still living in the parish but only half of the children are
on the record or there is a second wife with no record of the first wife's burial;
and the marriages of the children are very often left out.
Only by checking an index of all the parish registers can a true evaluation be
made. Often, in our research, we are looking for a person, say Samuel Reed.
We find six Samuel Reeds that could be our man only to find out that none of
them are truly him. Our Samuel Reed didn't get into the record. What does
this mean? This brings in a very disturbing possibility. Have we found all the
possibilities or is our person one of those individuals that did not get
recorded. I have decided that when you do not find your person it is more
likely that he fits into a family in the parish that has gaps in the christening
years of the children than the possibility that he has moved in from a different
place. The only way to establish this is to have an index covering the entire
area.
The next part of developing a family that disturbed me, was that when you
gather all the entries of your surname, what do you have? You have only the
children of the son's of the family. What am I saying here? I am one of
two daughters of Alma Robertson Tilley. I have three brothers. I maintain that
my children have as much Tilley blood as the children of my brothers,
however, if the practice of mapping the Tilley line is used my children and the
children of my sister will not make it on the map. In looking backward in the
family line, I will only see the cousins that descend from uncles not any from
aunts. My mother is one of 10 sisters and two brothers. Her surname is
Harris. When we go to family reunions for that family, the most unusual
surname at the reunion is Harris. There are 10 different surnames that are my
cousins at that gathering. If you follow only the family surname you will always
leave out the children of the females. Being a woman I demand equal
recognition of all daughters’ children and of all mothers' lines. This, of course,
brings the need again of having an all area index.
LRFHS Journal No. 113
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There are now 25 of my cousins and friends who are indexing these
records. When I was doing the project alone it looked like it would take 500
hundred years, but now with the organization that we have put together and
the programs that have been developed, we think that we will have it
completed in four years. That is our goal. We saw, though, that our index
could be very helpful before all the parishes are completed so the decision to
publish was made. We produced our first CD with almost 1 million names from
67 parishes in February 2003.
CHARLEEN TILLEY DUNN

[This CD can be purchased from the Society's book shop at a cost of
£19.99, it is called 'The Leicester Project'. I have been sending Charleen
the work on parish registers that our Society members have been doing,
so it has been, or will be included on future CDs. Mick Rawle]
Editor – Everyone with ancestors in the Leicestershire area will forever
be grateful to Charleen and her team for all the hard work they have
done. I, for one, have had wonderful success looking for 'my people'
when I had no idea where they were.

Thank You Charleen – from everyone who has ancestors in
Leicestershire………………..

Some Advantages of Compiling a Database
by David Whitmore.
During my search for family history records, I decided to spend one day at the
Records Office searching the Welford Road burial records from the 1850s
when my branch of the Whitmore family first appeared in the Borough of
Leicester, until the 1920s in living memory of family members.
Trawling through the records, produced several pages of Whitmore’s deaths
during this period, plus almost square eyes, from staring at the Micro Fiche,
along with a somewhat numb rear end.
The following week I decided to place all these details into a database table,
using the "Access" package on my home computer. (Once more experiencing
some of the symptoms listed above)
Once the lists were complete I then made a series of "Queries"
The first was a Sort by first name; this made the search for individual deaths
easier to locate.
The second Sort was by Abode; this brought together family groups living at
the same address over a period of years.
A third Sort in year and date order brought all the entries into a chronological
order of burial.
18
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The general records do not give all details of the burial; they omit house
number, and burial plot details. These can obtained by searching once again
in the Consecrated and Unconsecrated records.
A fourth 'sort' of the records using the burial details of Section and Plot proved
particularly useful as this now brought together multiple burials of family
members in the same grave.
This helps in the identification of family members, their burials and ages along
with family details.
I learnt from this Sort that my Great Grandfather was buried in a Freehold
grave, section T, plot No 117 in July of 1908 aged 82 while living at 23
Grundon Street. Also his second son James died in the Union Infirmary and
was buried in the same grave in April 1909 aged 59.
G-Great Grandparents were living in Luke Street when G-G-grand mother
died in 1878 aged 74, followed by G-G-grand father who was living with his
oldest son at the time of his death in 1879 aged 78.
Trawling through the Welford Road burial records brings home the very sad
social conditions of the times. Many infant deaths simply labelled as
"Stillborn".
One such record that showed the tragedies suffered by families is that of three
children born in Heanor Street.
John William died in April 1875 aged 10 months followed by twin sisters
Florence and Minnie who died in May and August 1887, 5 & 8 months old
respectively, all buried in the same plot.
The advantage of a database is that it can be continually updated, by inserting
new records into the original table, all such entries automatically appear in the
sort queries.
A similar data base of Educational Records has also been very fruitful. By
searching by Father’s and Mother’s names once more brings family groups
together.
In conclusion family databases though tedious in there compiling, can produce
rapid and sometimes exiting details of family history.

Help Offered
During 1990's I transcribed and indexed the church records of Rempstone,
Costock, East Leake, West Leake and Stanford on Soar from 16th century to
1990's..Recently these records along with 1841-1901 censuses have been
data-based. As Stanford on Soar is only a short distance from Loughborough
boundary, there are births, deaths and marriages in the Stanford records of
many Loughborough residents. I also have transcribed and indexed the
church records of Gotham, Kingston on Soar and Burton in Fabis but these
have not been data-based. Any enquiries are always welcome.
W.BUCHANAN

BWilliambuchanan@aol.com
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Newspaper Indexes
by
Dianne Birks
********************
Good news, the newspaper-indexing project that was started towards the end
of the 1980's by the late Jonathan Wiltshire, is now complete. It was first
conceived as a night school class when a group of like-minded people met at
Wellington Street Adult Education Institute. Shortly afterwards, a working
group was formed, meeting once a week at the reference library in Bishop
Street.
The task was to extract any information that would be of interest to family
historians. The information comes (mainly) from the Leicester and Nottingham
Journal as well as the Leicester Chronicle, from the late 1790's up to the year
1837, when civil registration was first introduced.
By the 1990's, one of our group, Hilary Cossham, had moved to the West
country, and another member, Stan Goddard, who indexed the births,
marriages and deaths, had died. This left Mary Hutchinson, Olive Wilson and
myself, to complete the task.
We hope that many of you will find the information useful, and as interesting
as we have found it. The index is to be housed in the Leicestershire Records
Office, where you will also find the source of the information, the Leicester
newspapers.

Forgotten Trades
By Mick Rawle
FAKER - Before colour prints it was the person who used to colour black and
white photographs - now I know something about this because my mother
used to do it in her sister's studio in the 1930s, but I don't like the job title, and
what does that make me ?
FANG MANAGER - The Pit foreman responsible for examining the Pit shafts
daily, he went down the shafts on top of the cage - hmmmm rather him than
me!
FELLMONGER - A very common trade up to the 19th Century - a dealer in
hides - especially sheep hides, often moving about the country buying and
selling.
FLUTTERGRUB - Now this sounds vaguely familiar - can't think where
though. According to the oracle he was a 'field labourer', or in other words an 'Ag Lab'.
FOOT STRAIGHTENER - Not what you think! In watch making he was the
person who assembled the watch and clock dials.
Hope you enjoy this selection. And thank you for all your letters about
previous trades, I'm glad you all take the time to read them, but I don't have
time to reply to you individually. If there are many letters about one particular
trade I will answer you in the following Journal.
20
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Two Measham Families (Part 1)
by V J Waters
(These are connected by marriage, and there is a strange forename in both)
In the Sixties and Seventies, our children
loved a visit to Measham Post Office, Run by
Uncle Percy and Auntie Muriel Lewin, helped
by Aunt Jen Christian, it was a centre of
intriguing activity where you might also find
something unusual, such as a hair salon.
None of us realised Uncle Percy was to be
the last of our Lewins to spend all his life in
Measham since his ancestors arrived there
from Billesdon in the 1830's. They were
drapers, but though his father, Alfred Junior,
did reluctantly become a tailor, this was not
his main interest, Like his father before him,
Alfred was the local choirmaster and church
organist for many years, He composed
pieces for public recitals and also gave music
Percy Lewin – later to run
Measham post office
lessons - but not to his six children! If May,
Margaret, Ted, Dorothy, Winnie or Percy were
interested, they must teach themselves, as several of them did with success
(especially Margaret), for the Lewins had a definite musical streak. If they
could not play a musical instrument, at concerts they sang instead.
Alfred's father was another Alfred, christened in
1832 at Billesdon but brought up mainly in
Measham to inherit the family business. When
he married Henrietta Maria Gandy of Syston in
1859, he was a master draper and his shop in
the High Street flourished till he was employing
20 hands, as well as owning another shop
there.The Burton newspapers provide snippets
about other activities: Overseer of the Poor'
member of the Oddfellows, the Free
Gardeners' Friendly Society and the
Conservative League; Vice-President of the
Cricket Club. On one occasion he was even
given the duties of undertaker for a funeral.
When he died in 1896, his musical energy and
enthusiasm were particularly praised.
Henrietta Maria (no prizes for guessing which
side her family had supported in the Civil War)
LRFHS Journal No. 113
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survived him till 1924. At the ripe old age of 91, she was the oldest member of
the Mothers' Union and her funeral took place "amidst many tokens of
sympathy and respect".
The founder of this drapery business obviously did not rejoice in his given
forenames, Morley Hogges, Both came from his mother's side of the family,
and keep cropping up in various counties, both earlier and later. "Morley"
apparently derives from a surname, i.e. "one who dwells by the moor
meadow", and was originally a place name, though the Penguin Dictionary of
Surnames does not mention the Leics village. As for the family name of
Hogges, our Measham Morley himself only used the initial H, when he signed
his will. On his tombstone in Measham Churchyard there is a more acceptable
version -Hodges". His three sons were given inoffensive names: Alfred, Arthur
and James.
The fifth child of a large family and a kindly man, Morley did well for himself
but suffered sadness in his life. The first was the death of his wife, Anne
Baines, in 1843. He had married her at Billesdon in 1831, before they moved
to Measham. Now he was left with three young children to bring up, but did
not remarry (a widow, Elizabeth Mason, nee Bancroft) till 1854.
By 1851, Morley had been able to move his business from Swepstone Lane to
premises in the High Street. As we have seen, Alfred helped carry it on and,
after his marriage, ran his own shop nearby. Youngest son James also helped
his father for many years, but on his marriage to a Louisa he became a
publican. The birth of their daughter, Anne, in 1872 should have brought
happiness to the whole family but, sadly, this child died at ten weeks old, and
her death was followed in November, less than a month later, by that of
James himself. He was only 36.
The middle son, Arthur, also a draper, had moved to London, where he
acquired a son (another Morley) and a daughter, Amelia. His father probably
did not see as much of him, but left him £100 in his will. It is interesting that
Arthur, who came back to live in Leicester became a pianoforte teacher before
his death in 1913.
Morley had been christened at BiIlesdon in 1802. His father, John, a victualler
there, had married twice so there were 2 half-siblings from the first marriage to
a Mary King, as well as 4 brothers and 2 sisters from the second marriage in
1793 to Mary Hogges. It was a close family. Another draper who helped in
Morley's shop, the unmarried Emma Collier, was the daughter of his halfsister, Mary Ann.
When John Lewin married Mary King in 1787, he was described as a
"sojourner in this parish", but he had moved to Billesdon from somewhere as
yet unknown to make a good living there. When he died in 1815, aged 63, he
owned and occupied a house and land to leave to his widow, and also rented
22
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a public house. His large family prospered, in different occupations. Eldest
son John built up a business in Billesdon as a painter, glazier and stone
engraver; this was still in existence in 1881.
James, a butcher, moved to Great Glen and his son (yet another Morley
Hodges Lewin) became a farmer there. (This Morley's eldest son, James
Dainty Lewin, carried on the family tradition by becoming a pianoforte dealer
in Leicester.) Joseph possibly was a clockmaker in Leicester in 1830. Along
with Morley, and another brother Thomas, they were all substantial enough to
be outvoters in the Leicester 1830 Parliamentary Election.
So John laid the foundation for the Measham Lewins. Their draper's shop has
disappeared now, but they played their part in the business and social history
of the town.
Alfred Senior's younger daughter, Emily, married Oliver Taylor, one of the
Taylor Organ Makers and Bell Foundry Firm of Loughborough. They came
regularly to repair the bells and organ at St, Laurence's. (What happened to
his elder daughter, Mary Edith, unremembered by all the family, is a mystery.)
As for Percy's father, Alfred Lewin Junior, he allied himself with another
interesting Measham family. On 6 May 1887, he married Emily Saddington.
(Special thanks are due to Pat Staley for so kindly providing me with
photographs and a wealth of information from the Burton newspapers she was
researching. Thanks also to David Lewin

What An Unusual Find
On the IGI I found 2 entries, which I hoped would be mine and it read:
"Baptized at The Lying-In Hospital, Endell St., Holborn"
in 1788 and 1789 respectively.
On enquiring at the London Metropolitan Archives, I was told these records
were available in 'RG 8' at the Family Records Centre.
With great excitement I rushed over to the FRC, and sure enough they
were on microfilm. Hundreds of entries with fantastic details: Mother's name, husband's name and occupation, settlement, date of
admission, date of delivery, name of child, date of baptism and
recommender.
Yes they were my 2 x great uncle and aunt…………..
JANE MOELWYN-HUGHES
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The Federation of Family History Societies plans
to Celebrate it's 30th Birthday
The Federation of Family History Societies is 30 years old in 2004 and to
celebrate this event, and all the hard work that everyone has put in over the
years, we are organising a Family & Local History Conference and Event at
Loughborough University, Leicestershire 26 – 30 August 2004. As this is
going to be THE EVENT in next years History Calendar we have already
attracted and secured the services of a wide range of speakers including
Carenza Lewis presenter and archaeologist on Channel 4's ‘Time Team’, Mac
Dowdy and Nick Barratt of the BBC TV House Detective series, George
Redmonds the highly respected author of Surnames and Genealogy as well
as many popular and interesting speakers from the world of Family & Local
History and Academia. A series of workshops including such topics as
Palaeography, Maps for Historians and the National Monuments Record will
also be included in the program. We have already obtained some sponsorship
for the event are but looking for more - so if you can be of any assistance with
this do please get in touch. More details on the whole event will be available
on the FFHS website www.ffhs.org.uk within the next few months, or can be
obtained from Bernard Amps 100 Lynwood Drive, Romford Essex RM5 2QT
Tel 01708) 761125 email society.liaison@ffhs.org.uk
The event will also include a history fair (Sunday August 29), hosted by
Leicestershire & Rutland FHS, who also celebrate their 30th birthday next
year. More details about the fair and booking forms for vendors can be
obtained from Diane Merryweather 51 New St, Barrow upon Soar, Leics LE12
8PA email diane@merryw.freeserve.co.uk
The very first Federation of Family History Societies meeting (as it eventually
became known) was held 8 June 1974 at Newman College, Bartley Green,
Birmingham. It was attended by representatives of 18 organisations. Six of
these had already written expressing a desire to join the Federation. Five
more joined on the day. The officers elected on the day were Chairman, Iain
Swinnerton, Secretary, Elizabeth Simpson (who was absent on holiday in
Ireland at the time) and Treasurer Royston Gambier.
A letter appeared in the Sunday Observer in the Autumn of 1974, lamenting
about how bored people were. Elizabeth Simpson bravely responded that they
should pick up something interesting and rewarding - like Family History.
Elizabeth was flooded with replies from people wanting to get involved in
doing their Family History. She organised them into county of sender and
found someone in each area to organise those interested into groups, which is
how a number of county societies began.
The first Annual General Meeting took place at the Birmingham & Midland
Institute on 21 September 1975. The FFHS now had 49 member societies and
there were 47 people present at this meeting representing 23 societies,
including 3 of our now Vice Presidents Elizabeth Simpson, Pauline Litton and
Derek Palgrave.
24
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The Leicestershire
&
Rutland Family History Society
www.lrfhs.org.uk

Present a Family History Fair
29th of August 2004
10.00am – 4.30pm
as

Part of the Federation of Family
History Societies
Five day Conference

at

Loughborough University
Watch this space for details of exhibitors, which
will include Family History Society bookstalls and
much more!!!!!

For
table
contact: -

booking

forms

Local Fair Coordinator
Miss D. Merryweather
51 New Street
Barrow Upon Soar
Leicestershire
LE12 8PA

Please send a sae
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Dates for your Diary
(See Bus Trips booking forms in the centre pages – page xxiv)
The pick-up points for all London trips are: 1 Humberstone Gate, Leicester at 6.30am
2 Holiday Inn (formerly the Post House) on Narborough Road - at the
Bus Stop adjacent to the garage / Holiday Inn. Cars may be parked
in the Holiday Inn car park alongside the Narborough Road. Please
display a Society Car Sticker.

The Family Record Centre - London
Tuesday 21 October 2003
Thursday 27 November 2003
To book a place, contact: - Hilda Cobb
Canaan Farm, Ashby Parva, Lutterworth LE175JD
or phone: - 0I455 202082

The Public Records Office - Kew.
Tuesday 16 September 2003
To book a place contact: - Gregg Chapman
22 Jacqueline Road, Markfield, Leicester LE67 9RB
or phone 01530 242815
*****************************************************************************************

Oxfordshire Family History Society
Open Day 2003
Will take place on Saturday 4 October 2003, from 10.00am to 4.00pm.
This year’s Open Day will be at our usual society meeting venue :-

Exeter Hall, Oxford Road, Kidlington, Oxford OX5 1AB
Full details of the Open Day are still being formulated at the time of writing,
but it is likely to feature :1. A demonstration and workshop on the scanning of old photographs.
2. An assortment of visiting societies, dealers in second hand books and
postcards, sales of microfiche readers and the like.
3. The society's library and search services.
4. A beginners' helpdesk.
5. Computing demonstrations giving advice on such things as which
genealogical software package to choose, and the use of the internet in family
history.
As the arrangements for the day begin to take shape, updates will be placed
on the society’s website at :www.ofhs.org.uk
Admission to the Open Day is free, whilst light refreshment will be on sale at
reasonable prices. The venue is situated on a frequent bus route, and is easily
reached by public transport. Those travelling by car will find Kidlington close to
the main A34 and A40 trunk roads. There is adequate free car parking on site.
Paul Gaskell, Publicity Officer, Oxfordshire Family History Society
E-mail : publicity@ofhs.org.uk
26
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Redmile Remembered
Specialist historians in family and local history, railway enthusiasts and
researchers on aviation history and longcase clocks came to view the displays
at 'Redmile Remembered' in St Peter's church Redmile over the weekend of
May 17th/18th.
Family historians from as far afield as Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Middlesex and
Oxfordshire came to meet, research and just savour the atmosphere. Many
made new contacts and found vital bits of information, both from the
photographs and from each other.
It was heartening to meet a very young family historian - Holly age 11 who has
been researching for 2 years. An 86 year old visitor was so pleased to find a
record of her family on the census returns of the 1800's she has now decided
to start a family history.
The 'Redmile Cousins' internet group met for lunch in the Windmill Inn, whose
staff were surprised to receive a telephone call from Nevada asking to be
passed over to the family historians. A member of the group had rung at 5am
Nevada time to wish us well and find out what was happening.
Linda Brockway, the organiser, would like to thank all those who contributed
material and came over the weekend.
She can be contacted on 01949 843572
Visit our website at
http://www.redmilearchive.freeuk.com/
********************

Northamptonshire Family History Society
Conference
Saturday 11th October 2003
At The Cornmarket Hall – Kettering
9.30 am – 4.00 pm
£13.50 – to include buffet lunch and refreshments

Speakers: Up With The Lark – Agricultural Labourers Quarter Session Records
Back To School: Sources for Family History

Ian Waller
Richard Ratcliffe
Sarah Bridges

Bookstalls, parish registers, census's, marriage data-base, local information,
Northamptonshire RO, Northamptonshire Local studies and more…….
Admission by ticket only from
Mrs A Malin, 17 Swyncombe Green, Hartwell, Northants NN7 2JA
********************
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'Beginning Your Family History' Courses
There are three courses, which have been brought to the editor's attention.
Each course will start in the week beginning 22nd September 2003, and run for
10 weeks, finishing in the first week of December 2003.
The tutor for these courses is our Projects coordinator – Mick Rawle.
Venues and times: Tudor Centre, Bewcastle Grove, Mowmacre Hill, Leicester
Monday afternoons 1 - 3 pm
Stocking Farm Community Centre, Marwood Road, Leicester
Tuesday evenings 7 - 9 pm & Thursday mornings 9.45 - 11.45 am
See Leicester County Council Education Prospectus for the above centres for
more information.
At the time of writing (mid July) the Tutor, Mick Rawle, will be present at the
Open Day at the Tudor Centre on Saturday the 13th September where you
can enrol on the course, but the date of enrolment onto the Stocking Farm
courses is not yet decided. Mick's phone number and Email address is
elsewhere in this Journal if you want to contact him about these courses.

News From The PRO
Just in case you don't know, the PRO have recently launched the Documents
Online website:
http://www.documentsonline.pro.gov.uk
They have now made available their entire PCC (Prerogative Court of
Canterbury) will collection from 1700 to 1858. Copies of the wills can be
downloaded for a fee of £3. The earlier years are also gradually being added
(the PCC wills go right back to the fourteenth century). It was mostly wealthier
people who had their wills proved at the PCC but there was also a
requirement for anyone who died out of their home county to have their will
proved through the PCC so there are also some people of more humble origin
and also lots of mariners.

On Line News:
More directories have been added this month to the Digital Library of
Historical Directories website:
History, Gazetteer and Directory of Staffordshire, 1851
Scammell & Co's City of Bristol & South Wales Directory, 1852
Musson & Craven's Commercial Directory for the County of Buckingham,
1853
M. Billing's Directory and Gazetteer of the County of Worcester, 1855
Gazetteer and General Directory of Sheffield, 1855
Post Office Directory for Leicestershire and Rutlandshire, 1855
French & Son's Handbook and Directory for Worthing, 1859
28
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Lea's Northampton Directory, 1893-94
The Worthing and Local District Directory, 1914-15
Renee Lea
Project Assistant
Digital Library of Historical Directories http://www.historicaldirectories.org

Your Web Master's Report
The Web pages continue with their popularity. The most used being the
'useful sites' followed by 'surname interests. Almost 24,000 researchers used
our web pages to get to the Record Office pages.
Members must remember to let me know if they change their E-Mail Address
and I would be grateful if any member finding a bouncing E-mail address in
the directory would notify me.
SPAM: We are all experiencing the annoyance of excessive Spam and my
advice is NEVER reply to Spam as this is encouraging the Spammers to
continue as it makes financially worth while, it also confirms your address is
“active”. They have even gone so far as to contaminate our Guest book and I
got tired of removing the offending entries so you will notice I have put a
notice of an advertising charge of £1000 for any commercial site link put on
the Guest book. This is done purely to discourage them. I was getting at least
one commercial entry a day and some a little unsavory. The notice of charge I
have added seems to be working though’ it is early days yet.
E-mailing Me: Whilst I am always pleased to receive messages from
members, would you always refer to any previous mails you may have sent as
my memory is not very good and if you are answering a message I have sent
you please include that message in your reply.
Members E-mail Directory: When sending details for inclusion in the
directory please check that you are not already listed. I have had several
requests for entry from addresses that are already listed. Also when
requesting listing please make it clear that is what you want. The policy now is
only to enter addresses after a definite request.
Before making requests for amendments ensure your old address is already
listed. This saves me a lot of time updating. It would be a good idea if all
members checked their entry on the list.
George
<airforce@localdial.com>
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Leicestershire & Rutland
FHS Research Centre and Library
www.lrfhs.org.uk
Recent new acquisitions include: -

CD’s
§
§

§

Medieval Village Notes
National Roll of the Great War 1914-18 (London)
Census Index Leicestershire 1891.

Books
§
The Family Historians’s Pocket Dictionary
Compiled by Stuart A. Raymond. Published by the FFHS. £6.95 plus postage.
The purpose of this book is to act as a ready reference source in which all
genealogists researching in England and Wales will be able to find definitions
of terms, and pointers to the information they seek.
§
Births, Marriages & Deaths On The Web.
Part 1. General, Southern England, The Marches and Wales. Compiled by
Stuart A. Raymond. Published by the FFHS. £5.95 plus postage. An internet
directory of where to find BMD’s and information on them can be found on the
Web.
§
Births, Marriages & Deaths On The Web.
Part 2. The Midlands, Northern England & East Anglia. Compiled by Stuart A.
Raymond. Published by the FFHS. £5.95 plus postage.
§
Monumental Inscriptions On The Web.
Compiled by Stuart A. Raymond. Published by the FFHS £5.95 plus postage.
A rapidly increasing number of web sites are devoted to monumental
inscriptions, and it is the purpose of this directory to identify them.
§
War Memorials On The Web Part 1.
Southern England, The Marches and Wales. Compiled by Stuart A. Raymond.
Published by the FFHS. £4.95 plus postage. The purpose of this directory is to
list the ever increasing number of websites dedicated to War Memorials.
§
War Memorials On The Web Part 2.
The Midlands, Northern England and East Anglia. Compiled by Stuart A.
Raymond. Published by the FFHS. £5.95 plus postage.
§
My Ancestor Was A Coalminer.
The latest in this long line of “My Ancestor” books. Published by the FFHS.
£7.50 plus postage.

All above are available from the Centre Pages in this Journal, on line from
www.lrfhs.net/publications.htm
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§
The Greys – A Long and Noble Line
This book tells the story of the Grey Family. It includes the story of Bradgate
House, Leicestershire including the fated Lady Jane Grey whose reign as
Queen lasted just nine days.
For the price of £14.95, can be obtained from: The Silk Press, Freepost NWW2324A, Altrincham, Cheshire WA14 2WA
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Coventry Year Books 1997-91 ( 5 vols.)
A Private Perspective of the Great War, by Mary Powell.
The History of Leicester’s Cinemas, by B. Johnson.
BMD’s on the Web, by S.A.Raymond ( 2 vols.)
1851 Census – Roxburghshire 15 vols.
Alfred J. Wallace, a Life.
1967 Map of Leicester showing political wards.

We are grateful to the following for their donations of several of the above,
Peter King, Keith Clafton, & D. Freestone.

Book Reviews
A Private Perspective of the Great War

by Mary Powell

This book is the story of HARRISON RICHARD POWELL (my father), who
was born at Lea Cross on 17th August 1890. He was the son of William and
Elizabeth Powell (nee Jones).
When I first found the diaries amongst my father's papers, I was intrigued by
the small neat handwriting. Transcribing them gave me an insight into the life
in WWI.
He joined the army at Wrexham on May 1st 1917 and served in the Royal
Garrison Artillery, Royal Engineers, and the Army of Occupation until he was
demobbed in October 1919. It was during 1917 and 1918 that he wrote these
diaries.
In the foreword to the book Mark Gamble wrote: - “Harri Powell’s diary entries
record the mental escape that servicemen made through thoughts of those
back home. He notes the pleasure of news of family and friends that he
received on cards and in letters. His observations on life in uniform and the
activities around him are matter-of-fact and composed. The injury and death
of comrades are reported, as are his jottings on the progress of the war on the
Western Front.”
My father had a lifelong love of painting and sketching. Even in the terrors of
war, amongst shelling and mud, he had paper and paints sent out to him from
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“Windsor and Newtons”. Many of his paintings were either given away or lost,
but I was able to use those that survived to illustrate this book.
Copies can be obtained direct from the author, Mary Powell, Tel: 0116 2208737
mary.powell@ntlworld.com
or from LRFHS Bookshop 101 High Street Leicester LE1 4JB
or Browsers Bookshop, 26 Allandale Road, Leicester
Price £9.50 postage + £2.00 p&p
********************
'A Calendar of Fairs and Markets held in the nineteenth century'
by Pat Loveridge
Author, Pat Loveridge has trawled numerous trade directories and almanacs
the result is this easy-reference compilation of the main statute fairs,
trading fairs, pleasure fairs and markets that took place in towns, cities and
villages throughout England and Wales - and to a lesser extent in Scotland in the 19th century.
As a member of the Romany and Traveller Family History Society, the
author's original mission was to aid fellow researchers in tracing ancestors
whose travelling circuits usually revolved round attendance at the same fairs
and markets every year - often criss-crossing county borders.
The book will however also prove a very useful research tool for anyone who
has ever wondered how great-great grandparents from different villages came
to meet and marry or why an individual in a census return has a different
birthplace to his or her siblings - or simply what was happening a hundred
years or so ago today in a particular community.
The book is comprehensively indexed by place, by county and by fair/market
type and the information gathered under the following headings:
Calendar of fairs and markets –
§
held on a specified date in the year
§
held on a specific day each month
§
held on a specific day in the year
§
held on a specific day before or after a particular date in the year
§
affected by the timing of Easter
§
Easter dates in census years;
and
§
how to ascertain all the fairs and markets held on a given day in the
census year.
obtainable from:
RTFHS Book Sales, 4 Portway, Ewell Village, Epsom, Surrey KT17 1SU
Price £7.30 inc p&p
Surface £7.90 and Airmail £9.10
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THE RECORD OFFICE
FOR LEICESTERSHIRE
LEICESTER & RUTLAND
Long Street, Wigston
Magna, Leicester LEI8 2AH
Telephone 0116 2571080
Fax: 0116 2571120

News From The Record Office

by Pat Grundy

Store-room of Treasure
The work on the upstairs strong room continues and should be completed on
time. The searchroom staff is coping, as always, even though staff holidays
and illness exacerbate the situation. Most customers have been very
understanding about these difficulties so to those who are waiting patiently for
see documents from the upper strongroom – thank you for your forbearance.
Many people deposit copies of their completed research so that others my
benefit, people like John Marlow who has deposited his work on the GILLAM
family, including transcripts of documents from the deposit of solicitors Bray
and Bray. This can obviously be very helpful to new researchers. Several
times I have been told of research that has been destroyed by other family
members after the death of the compiler. If only it had been deposited in the
relevant county record office.
Some of our customers come in so regularly over so many years that they
become almost like old friends. Sometimes we never really discover the
extent and depth of their research. A few, like the late Alf Wesson, leave their
research to be deposited here so that we can make it available to other
researchers. Mr Wesson’s work was very extensive and included a great deal
of work on the archdeaconry court, including fascinating extracts from a
number of cases. As this is in the upstairs strongroom, it is unavailable at the
moment. Ideally, there needs to be some further work on this collection to
make it more easily accessible to researchers. Not excessively difficult but
time consuming, it might make a nice project for a volunteer with some
familiarity with 16th c. and 17th c. handwriting and a meticulous nature, who
likes to get off the beaten path – any offers?
Our strong rooms are full of hidden treasures but they can be found by looking
through the various indices in the search rooms. As many would testify, you
never know what you’ll find until you look.
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Query Box
Editor – Please keep entries for the Query box
to a minimum of information as the requests are
many, and this gives scope to print more of your
ancestral problems. Always quote your membership number on all
correspondence. – FREE SERVICE ONLY TO MEMBERS.
********************
I have a photocopy of a newspaper article reputedly from the Kettering Leader
(Northamptonshire) of about 1930, showing a photograph of "The New Town
Band" Desborough, Northants taken around 1890-1900. It was loaned to the
paper by Alfred Marlow of Desborough. I would like to find an original of this
photograph as one of the members of the band was my great grandfather,
Samuel Essam Blissett, conductor and cornet player. His brother Arthur was
also in the band. Does anyone know the whereabouts of this photograph? I
have already made enquiries of the Desborough Civic Society and my query
is online at http://www.desboro.net/quest/index.htm where you can see the
photograph.
MRS E J HARRIS 17 FIELD ROAD, LICHFIELD, STAFFS WS13 7RU

********************
I am seeking information on my great grandmother EDWARD QUINN KENNY
born in Ireland in 1861. In 1889 he married MARTHA GREEN of Derby at St.
Paul's Church, Leicester. Any help on the Irish connection would be much
appreciated
MARGARET FINCH, 43 DUNSTALL AVE., LEICESTER LE3 3DP

********************
Urgently seeking sight or news of Victorian school photos taken in the district
of Great Easton, in quest of great grandmother TABITHA ANN FREESTONE
(Annie) of whom no pictures survived. Descendants' disapproval of her
supposed later manner, and of her livelihood in the St Pancras, London area.
All responses amply reimbursed. Also anything known of photographer Mr
Isaac, active 1887, said to have been 'of Stamford'.
DEREK J FREESTONE, 37 KILVERSTONE AVENUE, LEICESTER LE5 6XN

********************
I see in the LRFHS Journal No 112, page 41, a reference to LEWITT. Can
anyone suggest where this name originates? I have only seen it a very few
times.
ANNA MACDONALD, 9 CORNWELL VILLAGE, CHIPPING NORTON, OXFORD, OX7 6TT

********************
On researching my Bryan family, I sent for a marriage certificate for
ELIZABETH BRYAN and THOMAS BOOTH.
They were married on 5.10.1871 at St. Margaret's Church, Leicester. Both
their addresses of residence stated "Public Wharf". I would be grateful for
any information as to what or where this is.
JANICE ALLEN, 8 DEREK AVENUE, WEST EWELL, SURREY. KT19 9HT
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The attached wedding photo
is of a distant cousin, I think
his surname is TILLSON but
what I really want to know is
can anyone identify the
church from the distinctive
door arch behind the couple?
DICK HARRISON
27 PARK CRESCENT RETFORD
NOTTS DN22 6UF

rharrison@eggconnect.net

********************

This photograph was
found in a family
album. Could it be
somewhere in
Leicestershire?
Perhaps
Loughborough?
Has anyone any
ideas?

Jane Moelwyn-Hughes
LRFHS Journal No. 113

jane@moelwyn-hughes.freeserve.co.uk
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Can anyone throw light on the whereabouts of KATHLEEN HOTHERSALL? Is
there a One Name Society I could contact?
GIL TAYLOR, 19 BOWHILL GROVE, LEICESTER LE5 2PD

********************
Any trace of Sir Stephen RUXTON, parson of Cosynton (Cossington) –
perhaps c. 1290 or perhaps 1340 – parish in the union of Barrow upon Soar
(East Goscote). Some connection with Gerondon Monastery.
W RUXTON, 32 OAST ROAD, OXTED, SURREY RH8 9DU

********************
WILLIAM WILLETT married ANN BYWATER 1812 by licence at Markfield.
They had a number of children including a daughter ELIZABETH bapt. in 1816
at Markfield. I have the 1841, 51 and 61 census's for William at Markfield. He
was a tailor but there is no mention of his wife or daughter. He is listed in all
censuses as a widow. William's will, dated 1865, lists all his goods to his wife
and daughter. On the 1871 census for Markfield Ann, William's wife, is living
in Williams shop at Markfield. The daughter is with her brother and listed as a
charwoman. 1881 Ann, Williams wife, is dead but Elizabeth is with another
brother and listed as handicapped idiot. How can I find them between 1841 1865 any help would be so kind.
KEITH HAMMOND, 2 ELF COURT, FLAT 2, BONE ALLEY, B ' KARA. BKR 12, MALTA

Family
His
History
Ser vices
Genealogical Research i n the East Midlands
Derby, Nottingham, Lincoln, Leice ster, Rutland, Northants & Huntingdon

All types of Records researched
Documents photocopied or photographed
Advice sessions, Talks to groups
Mick Rawle 9 Witham Close, Melton Mo wbray, Leics, LE13 0EA
Tel : 01664 - 854691

Email : mick.rawle@ntlworld.com

http://homepage.ntlworld.com/mick.rawle/index.html
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Computer Bits
by Mike Ratcliff
mratcliff@ntlworld.com

Archival Quality
As a result of our researches we probably all have letters, photographs and
documents that are well over a hundred years old. The quality of the paper
and photographic materials used means we have a great legacy of details that
fill in the bare bones of the dates and names we research. Now we
communicate using telephones and emails and all the trivia is lost the minute
we put down the phone or clear out our computers.
If you are using a computer to store your family researches you are hoping
that future generations can read the information you are passing on to them.
This assumes, of course, that the information is still readable 50 or 100 years
from now. In the relatively short time that computers have been in use the
technology has changed dramatically and shows no signs of slowing down.
You probably remember those reels of magnetic computer tape that were
always spinning in the background of spy films to show how high-tech it all
was. Organisations used those for storing historical information and current
researchers are finding in many cases either the tapes have degraded or
there are no computers that can read them.
There is a fair chance the company that produced your genealogy software
will not be in existence in the distant future. If you store your information in the
program’s own format the details of how to read it may be lost with the
company. The GEDCOM format is the recognised international standard for
genealogical information and the details of how to read it are widely known.
By all means save the data in your program’s format, but keep a GEDCOM
version as well – just in case. Some programs also store your photographs in
their database and for the same reasons that your data may become
unreadable the pictures could be lost as well. The JPEG format for pictures is
so common they will be readable for many years to come, though the method
of naming files could change leaving your descendant wondering who these
people are. Many graphics programs let you put text at the bottom of a
picture, so why not add some details and save the picture and caption as a
JPEG file?
You now have your family history file and a lot of pictures that you want to
preserve, but how do you store them? The floppy disk is almost certainly too
small to hold all that information; it is regarded as obsolete by the computer
industry; and being magnetic the information it holds is likely to be unreadable
within ten years. The best bet is the CD-ROM, which holds a lot of information
and the manufacturers say it will still be readable in 100 years. This figure is
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an average for a large batch of CDs; so individual ones will breakdown much
sooner. To be safe, buy good quality branded CDs and make two copies that
you keep in separate places – preferably different buildings!
Assuming your information is readable your great-grandchildren may still view
it in the same way you would if presented with a family recording on a wax
cylinder – I know what it is but how do I play it? Twenty years ago I was using
8-inch floppy disks on computers, but trying to find anything that would read
them now would be very difficult. The best approach is to move your
information to the latest storage medium every few years before the old
technology disappears. Several years ago your backup data would have been
on floppy disks as hard drives can die at any moment and lose all their
information. Now we have CD-writers and your data is probably stored on one
of those silver discs, but when they start to look rather dated it is time to move
on to the latest gizmo.
Most software for writing CDs has a function to verify the data is correct once
it has been written. Making sure this is switched on ensures the software
compares the copy with the original and tells you if any errors have occurred.
The last thing you want is for your data to be passed on as a series of chinese
whispers, when, according to the old story, the message came out as “send
three and four-pence, we’re going to a dance”.
One thing that genealogy software does very well is to present your data as
printed documents. Charts, reports and, in many cases, fully indexed family
books can be produced containing narrative reports and all your source
citations. Which is more likely to excite the curiosity of future generations; a
box full of old photographs, certificates and a book about their ancestors, or a
GEDCOM file? I’m not saying the file should not be included, but it’s not going
to grab their initial attention in the same way as a well-presented book.
The apparently simple option of printed records also raises more questions: Is
the paper we use suitable for long-term storage? Do laser prints last longer
than ink-jet prints? Will modern colour photographs survive as well as our
grandparents’ sepia pictures? I don’t know the answers to these questions,
but if we have any archivists among our readers I would like to hear from you.

Genealogy Software
I’m sometimes asked which is the best genealogy program to buy. The ‘best’
one is the one that does what you need and works in the way that you think.
Some want a simple program to record their researches, while others want
lots of reports and charts that they can customise to their needs. Writing
software reviews for a family history magazine means I am in the fortunate
position of having the postman bring copies of all the latest programs to my
front door. I can’t say which is the best, because that doesn’t exist, but I do
have three favourites:
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Roots Magic (www.rootsmagic.com) is a program that was launched earlier
this year. It is packed with features, yet the interface is so intuitive I was soon
navigating around all its nooks and crannies without having to refer to the help
files. The author of the software was responsible for an earlier program called
Family Origins, which explains why the first release has so many features that
other programs add later in their lives.
Legacy 4 Deluxe (www.legacyfamilytree.com) is a great battleship of a
program bristling with everything you could think of. Despite it’s power it is
easy to use, but it will take you a while to explore all its capabilities. The range
of reports is the best I have seen, while its handling of pictures and multimedia
is second only to Family Historian. Its only weakness – compared to the range
of reports - is lack of sophistication in its charts.
Family Historian (www.family-historian.co.uk) is a British program – though
that counts for nothing if it is not up to scratch. Fortunately, this is a program
that can hold its own against all its rivals. The charts and handling of pictures
is the best around, though if you want a program that builds a family website
you will have to look elsewhere. The program’s flexibility has won it many
friends – use all the standard settings or, if you like tinkering, you can change
most aspects of the program to suit your needs.
The good news is that you can download a trial version of all of these
programs from their websites. The free Legacy 4 program has no limitations
on the number of ancestors or the length of time you can use it – in fact it has
so many features you may not feel the need to pay money and upgrade to the
Deluxe version.
Check these retailers’ websites for current prices: www.twrcomputing.co.uk
www.backtoroots.co.uk and www.genealogysupplies.com

Useful Or Interesting Links
Not much space for links this time.
Some Leicester streets have changed their names over the years. Check the
old and new names on the LFHS website.
www.lrfhs.net/oldstreets.htm
If you were around in the 1950s this site will bring back some memories. From
the Liberty Bodice and Alma Cogan to the Ford Prefect and California Syrup
of Figs (ugh!). www.andmas.co.uk
Any comments or queries? Please feel free to contact me.
MIKE RATCLIFF
mratcliff@ntlworld.com
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Your Letters
The Executive Committee Members are happy to
receive letters from any member, whether delivering a brickbat or
bouquet, and these will be dealt with according to content. However, we
cannot give credence to, or print material that is received anonymously.
Any member who wishes to contact the Chairman or any other
committee member in total confidence may do so
_________________________
Many thanks for your query box in the last magazine. I contacted Barbara
Rhodes about Lewitt's and we have found that we both had a lot of
information about the name of Kyrke, at Humberstone. We exchanged
information, and neither of us can sort out the many Benjamin & Hannah
Lewitt's. We are still looking.
DIANA WALLIS

********************
I am seeking information on WILLIAM ADDY STAFFORD and his wife
GRACE ANN (PARSONS). They had a farm at Evington, Leicester in the
1880's and 1890's
MRS. BRENDA ADAMS, 17 LAWFORD GROVE, SHIRLEY, SOLIHULL, W. MIDLANDS B90 1EX

********************
I am having the greatest difficulty [even with my glasses on] in reading the
Members Interests in both the June and the March 2003 Journals. Is it
possible to return to the larger print of previous Journals?
Thank you
EILEEN ANDREW

Editor – Thank you for this suggestion, however it is difficult to print the
interests onto one line if the print is bigger. The format has changed slightly so
as to standardise them into some sort of order. We try to add as many
interests as possible, hence the reduction in size of print.
I have taken heed, and this time the font is x 1 bigger. I hope it helps…….
********************
Re article in Journal 112 – page 57 'The Old drift Cemetery'
We enjoyed your piece on the South African cemetery. Brilliant to copy all
those names and to follow them up. The spinster lady (no age) must have
been a missionary???? I rather liked the epitaph.
And congrats to the Leicester Mag on winning third prize for quality - it
certainly does have variety - always something of interest to read.
ANN
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********************
Having been away I was delighted upon my return to find the June Journal
waiting for me. I was even more delighted to find my 'mystery picture' on
page 41, unfortunately the email address is printed as
A.ROBINSON@terra.es This should of course be
A.ROBERTSON@terra.es
ANGELA D ROBERTSON

Editor
My apologies to Angela. Didn't spot that one in the proof reading. Good job
that the snail mail address was also published, and hope that you have had
some results.
********************
Dear Editor
I viewed with some alarm item 2 of Colin Frost's letter on page 52 of the June
2003 issue stating that tomatoes are the only non-poisonous product of the
deadly nightshade family (i.e. Solanaceae). This probably explains why the
Brits and Yanks (to say nothing of the Irish) are such strange folk. Our brains
have clearly been damaged by consumption of vast quantities of solanum
tuberosum (the common or garden spud).
NORMAN GROOCOCK, THE BUNGALOW, BASLOW ROAD, BAKEWELL, DERBYS DE45 1AF

NGROOCOCK@nimrodwater.fsnet.co.uk

********************
Via Email: Dear Toni
Please could you send me a list of all of the buriels [sic] in Leicestershire and
a map of where they are. I have been informed you are able to do this with a
small fee. Is this correct? Please let me know.
Editor: If only……… Mick what have you been doing lately?
And again in reply to my reply to the above……..
Thats brilliant, Thank you. I will look at your website and pass the details on to
my girlfriends dad. He has nearly finished his family tree and only got about 4
things to find out. Do you think he will be able to do that at the library in
Freestone [sic] Lane?
Editor. How I wish I had only 4 things to find out…………
********************.
From a Graveyard in Barbados
I found this in the graveyard of St Michael's Church in Barbados In Loving Memory of Margaret Emma Hughes Feb 16 1863 - Nov 15 1948
also of
Edward Hughes Aug 2 1858 - Mar 31 1926
Buried in Leicester.
Someone may be interested?
JUNE SMITH

********************
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What’s in a Name?
by Peter Shipley
Surnames are the basic building blocks of family history research. Without
them we would soon be lost. They define our ancestors and distinguish them
from other family groups. Imagine looking though registers which contained
reference to individuals only by their first name, and that records were
confined to statements such as “John, the son of Richard”, or the fact that
“Thomas married Anne”.
The study of surnames, their meaning and derivation, is a highly specialised
topic in its own right with a large literature – the dictionaries of surnames
published by the Oxford University Press and Penguin, both available in
paperback, offer excellent guides to the diversity and richness of the subject.
Books such as ‘Family names and Family History’ by David Hey and ‘A
History of British Surnames’ by R A McKinley are also very interesting.
For the family historian the study of surnames can offer rewards that are
about more than just the literal meaning of a word. It can offer clues to where
your family might have originated, what their social as well as geographic
origins might have been and can open a door to the middle ages when
surnames first emerged in England. It stands alongside other aspects of social
or local history, such as the story of a particular place or community or of an
occupational group, which can develop from an interest in our own immediate
family and enrich and enlarge our appreciation of the world in which our
ancestors lived.
Surnames emerged in England in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, after the
Norman Conquest. In Scotland and Ireland they appeared earlier and in
Wales not until after the sixteenth century. But, according to the experts, it
was not until the fourteenth century, when their usage spread though the
lower levels of society, that surnames became family names, passed on from
a man to his wife and children.
English surnames are based on four main types: first, names derived from
places or geographic features (such as people called Saddington or Smeeton
from the south Leicestershire villages of those names, or, less helpfully, Hill,
Brook or Mount in the non-specific topographical category); secondly,
occupational names like Smith, Baker, Weaver, Tanner or Thatcher – the list
is endless; thirdly, names from a relationship, such as Johnson, Gibson,
Thompson; and finally, names formed from nicknames, such as Brown, Good
or Whitehead. Each name has developed variations, so that there is a
Tomson, Thomson and Tompson for every Thompson. And it was not until the
nineteenth century that standardisation of spelling was achieved even within
in each variant of the core name.
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There are also many names rooted in particular countries or regions.
Trevelyan from Cornwall for example, Entwhistle from Lancashire, and
Beaumont from Normandy. And if your name is Campbell, O’Neill or Rees,
you will have a good idea of where your researches will lead eventually, even
if your family has lived in Leicester for a hundred years or more.
What it is not possible to do is establish firm linkages or lines or descent from
early holders of your own surname or its variants to the present day. But the
study of surnames can – depending on what the name is - reveal some facts
about one’s earlier origins and offer a means to track the movement around
the country of people with the same family name. This is particularly true if
you have, as I do, a surname linked to a place or one with strong regional
connections. There have been Shipleys living in Leicestershire for nearly 500
years but they probably originated elsewhere.
The name of ‘Shipley’ is a fairly ordinary one, being neither exceptionally
unusual, but not that common either. The name itself means a pasture for
sheep. It comes from two Old English words, sceap, for sheep, and leah,
meaning a lea or meadow and was initially a place name. It could be one of
these very general names derived from a common geographic feature but is
probably linked to specific places called Shipley. And as a place name it is
found in the Doomsday Book of 1086 or earlier in Derbyshire, Shropshire,
Yorkshire and Sussex and later attached to villages in Durham and
Northumberland, appearing in various spellings until it evolved to its modern
forms.
Today only those places in Shropshire, Sussex and Yorkshire remain. The
largest of these is the Shipley in West Yorkshire, near Leeds and Bradford.
And to confirm the link between the family name and the main Shipley
location, even in the late nineteenth century there were more Shipleys in
Yorkshire than anywhere else in the country. The census returns for 1881
show there were just over 2670 people called Shipley living in England and
Wales at that time, of whom more than 500 were in Yorkshire. In some parts
of the country in 1881 there were no Shipleys at all – notably in the West
Country, in Cornwall, Somerset and Hereford for example, and also, perhaps
surprisingly, in Rutland or Bedfordshire; and in Dorset the only Shipley was a
convict from Cambridgeshire! In the whole of Scotland there were just twenty
Shipleys and in Wales only six.
In Sussex, although there is the village, it does not seem to have contributed
at all to any spread of Shipleys over southern counties – no one listed in the
1881 census was born there. And the Shropshire village of Shipley, it should
be pointed out, lies right on the Staffordshire border, close to major centres of
population such as Stoke and Wolverhampton.
Just over half 1881 total of Shipleys in 1881 lived in four counties - Yorkshire,
Staffordshire, Durham and Derbyshire and 84% were living in ten counties,
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adding to those four Lancashire, Lincolnshire, Middlesex (including London),
Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire, which was in ninth place with 139 Shipleys,
and Warwickshire. Outside London therefore they were concentrated in the
midlands and the north of England – where most of the ‘Shipley’ villages are
found.
But is this distribution similar much further back in time? A surprising amount
of documentation has survived from the days before the introduction of parish
registers in 1538. It includes government records of financial, legal and
administrative, many volumes of which have been published by the Public
Record Office. There are court records, some wills and tax returns, such as
the names of several thousand Poll Tax payers who were living in over 200
Leicestershire villages in 1377 and 1381. They include tradesmen, shepherds
and servants as well as major landowners. But there were no Shipleys in
Leicestershire in medieval time to judge from these records.
Further north, where there were Shipley villages, it was different. The earliest
uses of Shipley as a surname indicates linkages with areas associated with
‘Shipley’ villages. The earliest known reference to any Shipley is contained in
the Yorkshire Assize Rolls for 1219 and refers to a Hugh de Sciplay. Other
early references include William de Schipley and his wife Avice in
Nottinghamshire in 1363. Robert Shyppley and his wife Elanor lived in
Derbyshire in 1394. In 1406 a John de Shipley and his wife Alice lived in
Northumberland and in the following decade a John de Shiply lived in
Yorkshire.
By this time though the Shipleys had begun to move south. A merchant,
Robert Shipleye or Shepleye, was Mayor of Coventry on three occasions in
1402, 1416 and 1421. His wife was called Margaret and they had a son, John.
Later in the fifteenth century there were a number of Shipleys in and around
London. Richard Shipley and his wife Dame Katryne and son, John, lived in
London where he owned tenements and gardens in Holborn and Shoe Lane
in the City. He died in 1445 and was buried in the church of St Bartholomew’s
Hospital. John Shipley was a ‘gentleman of Essex’ referred to in 1443 in the
Calendar of Fine Rolls, which gave details of fines and financial payments to
medieval kings.
Only in the sixteenth century did the Shipleys make any recorded appearance
in Leicestershire. The earliest reference I have discovered in any
Leicestershire record is to Ralph Shipley of Thorpe Arnold, near Melton, who
died in 1515, leaving a will. His wife was also called Margaret and he had a
brother, Robert. The family appears to have a Lincolnshire connection. The
only other sixteenth century reference relates to Henry Shipley, who married
Ann Dun at Loughborough on 10 February 1578 and died there ten years
later. His son, Clement, was married twice, in 1604 to Mary Wilde and sixteen
years later to Elanor Morris.
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There were two other marriages at Loughborough early in the seventeenth
century: in February 1612 Edmund Shipley married Ann Maskyar there, and
seven years later Abraham Shipley and Mary Hubberd were married in the
town. The latter went to live in Mountsorrel and had a son Edward, who died
in 1628; Abraham and Mary however lived on to a very old age and they died
within a few months of each other, in September and December 1676.
Many of the earliest references are in the north of the county, probably as they
Shipleys moved into Leicestershire from one of the ‘Shipley’ villages in
counties to the north. One of the few families on the east side of county lived
just north of Houghton, at Keyham, where Robert and Joan Shipley had at
least six children between 1622 and 1633.
The earliest evidence of any Shipleys in Leicester itself comes from the early
seventeenth century. Ann, the daughter of William Sheeplye, was born there
in 1608. Another isolated reference records the birth of James Sheeplie, the
son of James in 1630. More interesting is the information concerning Nicholas
Shipley (or Sheeplie or Shipleye), who features prominently at this time in
different parts of the county as well as in the town of Leicester.
The first reference to Nicholas Shipley in Leicester is the record of his
marriage in January 1605 to Marie Davie in St Martin’s Church. A Nicholas
was also the father of one of the first of many Samuel Shipleys, who was born
at Kimcote in the south of the county in August 1606. And on 30 June 1609,
Ann, the daughter of Nicholas Shiply, a shoemaker of Ashby-de-la-Zouch,
married a tailor named John Holland. Nicholas was also the father of another
Nicholas, born in Leicester in 1611 and a daughter, Elizabeth, born in
Leicester in 1615.
By 1642, a Nicholas and a Samuel Shipley were among a list of taxpayers in
the city. They may have been the sons of Nicholas the shoemaker (who had
probably died before that date). Samuel also gave 2s 6d to a nationwide
collection at the beginning of 1642 for distressed Protestants in Ireland. Each
parish submitted a list of payers on a piece of paper to the government together with the money presumably; the original documents, including those
for about sixty Leicestershire parishes, have survived and are in the Public
Record Office. In turn, this Samuel may also have been the father of two more
Samuels who were born in Leicester in the middle part of the seventeenth
century: one Samuel Shipley, son of Samuel, was born in 1635 and another in
1656.
It is not possible to say whether there is a direct line here or how many
Nicholas’s or Samuels there were, but the information suggests the
beginnings of perhaps the first Shipley family to remain in the town of
Leicester over a period of several generations. In 1659, Samuel Shipley, a
bone lace maker, died; he may have been the son of Nicholas. He was
definitely the father of one of the Samuels, as his will mentioned two sons,
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William and Samuel, and three daughters, Anne, named as the sole executrix,
Mary and Adoniah. He passed onto them two tenements in Belgrave Gate,
close to the town centre.
From the early 1600’s the same time a veritable cluster of Shipley families
was developing in the south of the county, first in Saddington (not far from
Kimcote, mentioned above) and spreading to Smeeton Westerby, Kibworth
Beauchamp, Lubenham, Bitteswell, Market Harborough, Gumley, Great
Bowden and Great Glen and into Northamptonshire, over the following 250
years. The first reference to a Shipley in the Saddington parish register is to
the birth of Thomas in September 1617, the son of Richard Sheepley.
Richard, who must have been born in the sixteenth century in the days of
Elizabeth I, was churchwarden in Saddington in 1630, when he was described
as a husbandman. His descendants and those of a John Shipley of
Saddington lived there for the rest of century before spreading to the other
nearby villages. Interestingly this part of the county borders onto
Warwickshire, where Robert and his family lived in the early fifteenth century.
Throughout the eighteenth century and first half of the nineteenth century the
focus for the Shipleys was increasingly in south Leicestershire and then
increasingly on Leicester itself. By the middle of the nineteenth century there
were very few Shipleys in the north of the county (just an elderly couple in
Rothley and two families in Melton Mowbray). And by 1881 there were very
few in the southern villages where they had been so prominent earlier in the
century and before.
What appears to have happened is that some Shipleys from more northern
counties moved southwards – some to London, as people always have, and
some into north Leicestershire and Warwickshire and from there into the south
of the county. And later, in nineteenth century, as Leicester became a major
industrial centre they migrated from the county into the town. It is impossible
to establish the relationships of all these Shipleys over an extended period,
but these observations on their origins and movement paint an intriguing
picture of the history of a family name.
PETER S SHIPLEY, - shipley@btopenworld.com

"Your Family Tree Magazine" – by Future Publishing
This new genealogy magazine was launched in May, and makes good
reading. It also has a free CD attached, which contains lots of programmes
and files that may help you in organising your research.
Jean Perry, the Society's publicity manager, was contacted before the
launch, and was pleased to help by suggesting articles written by various
members of our Society for the first edition.
It is bi-monthly and the second edition is due into the shops in August. If
you haven’t yet seen it, then I suggest that its worth taking a look………
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There Are Some Leicester Links!!
by Hazel Baxter

When I began researching my Family History I joined LRFHS not because I
had any Leicestershire ancestors but for help and advice researching my
family in and around Bristol. I made some progress and then decided to start
work on my husband’s Northamptonshire family. The photo, which started it
all, shows Charles BAXTER and his wife Beatrice Louisa (nee JESSOP) with
their six children taken in Kettering about 1910. Enterprising cousins had
traced all their descendants, collected together some “known facts” about their
ancestors and sent a copy to each family. There were lots of names, a few
dates but no places.
Charles was brought up
by his grandparents in
Kettering as his mother
(Emily DUNFORD) died
when he was born. His
father
Thomas
BAXTER married again
and had another family.
His second wife was
known only as “The
Dowager” and although
it was said they had
several children the
only name remembered
Charles and Beatrice Baxter with their six children
was Herbert BAXTER.
The 1881 census showed that Charles was born in Dorset but at first there
was no sign of his father. I sent for Charles’ Birth certificate, which told me his
father was a tailor. Armed with this extra information I did a more careful
search of the 1881 census and to my surprise found Thomas BAXTER a tailor
in Argyle St. Leicester, my first Leicester link! His birthplace was given just as
Kettering so my earlier searches for Thomas BAXTER born in
Northamptonshire had failed. It was all part of the learning curve! With him,
was his second wife, Elizabeth (nee WILSON), and four children - Frederick
(1871), Alfred (1873), Henrietta (1876) and Wilson (1879). Thomas died in
1898 but his widow Elizabeth, Henrietta and Wilson together with a younger
son Walter Herbert (1884) were living in Oak Street in 1901. Nearby was
Frederick, now married with three children one of whom was called Herbert. I
now have two possible candidates for the “Herbert” remembered by the family
in Kettering. Thomas and his second family do not appear to have been living
in Leicester in 1891 but as Frederick’s two eldest children were born in South
Wigston I hope to find them there and learn more about my first Leicester link.
As always there is more work to be done.
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Beatrice Louisa JESSOP was easily found in the 1881 census living in
Kettering with her parents George Frederick a mechanical engineer, Charlotte
his wife and four younger siblings. However I was amazed to find that both
she and her mother had been born in Leicester! Beatrice had given one of her
granddaughters a beautiful sampler made by “Charlotte Wheatley aged 10
years 1817” so one of my tasks was to discover who made it and her
relationship to the Baxter family. Beatrice’s parents were married in Bishop
Street Methodist Church in Leicester in 1863, Beatrice was born in Leicester
in 1865 and the family had moved to Northamptonshire when her sister was
born two years later. Her father was born in Horbury, Yorkshire in 1840. I was
interested to find that there were two other JESSOP’s born in Horbury still in
Leicester in 1881, William (b.1811) and Joseph (b 1825). I wonder if they are
related and possibly the reason why the young George Frederick came to
Leicester. Joseph JESSOP was an engineer employing 100 men and 15 boys
so maybe George came to work for him?
Charlotte JESSOP’s maiden name was SWANN and from the 1851 & 1841
census’s for Leicester,
Parish Records and a few
certificates I have been
able to find out quite a lot
about her and her family.
Charlotte was born in
January 1841, the seventh
of nine children. Her father
John SWANN was a FWK
and in 1851 all her older
siblings were working with
their father. Her oldest
brother John and two
younger brothers Samuel
and William were probably
still in Leicestershire in
1881
but
need
investigating
further.
Charlotte’s father was born
c. 1801 in Hinckley. He
married Charlotte’s mother
also called Charlotte on
26th December 1824 in St
Margaret’s
Church,
Leicester and his bride’s
maiden
name
was
WHEATLEY, so the maker
of the sampler has been
Four Generations – Jessop / Baxter / Groom
found and she was the
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great great grandmother of the present owner. Charlotte WHEATLEY was
born in Leicester in 1807, the daughter of Thomas WHEATLEY also a FWK
and Rebecca NOON. Rebecca was born in Anstey c.1774 and married
Thomas WHEATLEY there in 1791. Charlotte WHEATLEY died in
Wyggeston’s Hospital in August 1880 and is buried in Welford Rd. Cemetery.
Whilst beginning to explore my “Leicester Links” I have learnt a great deal
about using local resources and appreciated all the help available near to
home. There is still much more to do but my new found knowledge has been
an enormous benefit on my short visits to Record Offices in the South
West....and there is still Yorkshire to visit one day!!
HAZEL BAXTER

baxter02@globalnet.co.uk

Remembering - The World of Work
By Chrissy Thornhill
The world of work, including the large number of occupations, which it
contains, can readily be accessed in the collections of the East Midlands Oral
History Archive. Work is such a central feature of many people’s lives that it is
understandably a favourite topic for people to talk about and describe in oral
testimony. As a result, the archive has a wealth of information - descriptive,
factual and anecdotal - on trades, industries, professions and employment of
all kinds. This includes the trades and skills of employment found today, and
those practised over the last one hundred years or more. The details of many
jobs no longer engaged in have been kept in oral recordings, so they have not
been entirely lost.
As the EMOHA on-line Hosiery exhibition shows, the Leicestershire hosiery
industry is well documented in the different collections of the Archive. The
mining industry is very well recorded in the Mantle Oral History Archive
Collection, comprising of recordings made from 1986 –1992 in the Coalville
and Whitwick area of Leicestershire. This offers a unique view of the mining
industry throughout the 20th century, as face workers, engineers, safety
officers, coal sorters and those who looked after the pit ponies give voice to
their experiences. Mining was not necessarily a lifetime career for some of
these men. Work in quarries, agriculture and the hosiery industry, for instance,
was often exchanged for work in the pit, or the other way round.
The Mantle Collection also provides a wonderful document of the farming life
in North West Leicestershire, which went on alongside mining during the 20th
Century. Different aspects of agricultural work and the changes in farming
techniques, particularly during the Second World War, are recorded in the
interviews.
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The collections of the EMOHA contain a valuable record of the many different
aspects of health work practised in Leicester during the last century. Although
not yet available to view on the on-line catalogue, the Leicester Oral History
Archive Collection contains a large number of interviews with doctors, nurses,
and health workers from the Towers, General and Royal Infirmary Hospitals.
Extracts from some of these recordings can be found in the LOHA
Compilation Collection, under such titles as “Midwife” and “Public Health”.
The Clive Harrison Collection also has interviews with nurses and health
workers in Leicester prior to the formation of the National Health Service in
1947, while doctors chronicling their experience of general practice can be
found in the Mantle Collection.
Law and order enforcers, tram drivers, shop workers, travel agents, soldiers,
canal workers, gamekeepers and bakers, to name but a few occupations, are
all to be found in the oral testimonies held by the archive. If you would like to
hear what they have to say, please consult the EMOHA catalogue on
www.le.ac.uk/emoha/catalogue.html
or contact Chrissy Thornhill, Cataloguing Officer, on 0116 2525065.
While the Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland is operating
a reduced service, recordings are available for listening at the EMOHA offices
at:
The Centre For Urban History, 1 Salisbury Road, Leicester.
CHRISSY THORNHILL, EAST MIDLANDS ORAL HISTORY ARCHIVE

Parish Register Tit-Bits

From Redmile Registers:Baptised 17th August 1831 - Mary dau. of James & Mary Nicholson, of Exeter
(Marriner) by Rev. T P Outram
Footnote at bottom of page reads "This was a case of imposition. The person
who brought the child was in the habit of taking it about to different clergymen
to baptise with a view of getting alms."
One wonders how many times the poor child was baptised, (must look her
up on the IGI) but my sympathies are with the present day researcher.............
Well I've tried looking her up on the IGI and she doesn't show up, so we may
never know where else they took her for baptism.
LINDA BROCKWAY
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One Hundred Years of Brick Making.
(Plus a few Chimney Pots, Flowers Pots and Tiles)
by Diana Wallis
Edward Woodfield was born in Coventry in 1814. He was baptised at Holy
Trinity Church, Coventry on 19th September 1814, son of Richard Woodfield
and Millicent Lewitt. His father was a grocer in Bishop Street near to one of
the city gates. Edward’s family moved to Leicester in 1819.
Edward Woodfield’s father died at Abbey Street, Leicester, aged 70, and was
buried on 26th August 1832 at St. Margaret’s Churchyard. Several of Edward’s
siblings also died shortly after this.
Edward worked as a labourer and then became a brickmaker. He may have
been encouraged in this by his mother’s family. Her father, James Lewitt was
a plasterer, his father, George was a bricklayer and James’ son, Benjamin
had been apprenticed to a slater. This was almost a complete family in the
building trade. Edward becoming a brickmaker would have filled a niche in the
family.
Edward Woodfield married
Susannah
Roe
at
St.
Margaret’s Parish Church on
18th February 1838. They went
on to have eight children.
Edward was still living at
Green Street, Leicester and
employed as a labourer when
his first two children were
born. Then there was a move
to Langham in Rutland. This is
a small village in Rutland. It
was virtually self-contained for
services and shops.
Edward and Susannah had
four children while they were
living there. Their son, William
was born on 18th January
1847 but died of whooping
cough on 11th February 1847.
This was their only child to die
in infancy. Their daughter,
Charlotte, was baptised in
Langham Church on 28th July
1849. Edward gave his
occupation as a pot thrower.
He also gave an address of
Owl Bank, Langham Place,
The Woodfield Family 1915
Langham.
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The older Woodfield children, Henry, Edward and Elizabeth should have been
attending school. The school in Langham was opened in 1841 with funds
being provided by the Noel family of Exton Park. The children used the main
Melton to Oakham road outside the school as a playground.
There was another move for the family. This time back into Leicester and to
Brook Street. Edward had a change of employment and became a tin plate
worker. They had two more children. By 1861 they had moved again and were
living in Eaton Street, Leicester.
When his eldest son, Henry, started work at 14 he also became a tin plate
worker. Edward’s wife, Susannah was a glove stitcher and Elizabeth was a
fancy hosiery worker. They also took in a lodger. His second son, Edward,
was working as a journeyman brickmaker. Edward & Susannah then moved to
Frank Street, Leicester. All their surviving children were married and living
either in the same street or the next street.
Edward died on 19th February 1879 at Frank Street and was buried at Welford
Road Cemetery. The cause of death was bronchitis & asthma. He was 64. His
son Dennis reported the death and described Edward as a Tile Maker. When
his sons married they also gave Edward’s occupation as a Tile Maker.
His wife, Susannah went to live with her daughter, Sarah who was separated
from her husband George Robinson. Susannah acted as housekeeper while
Sarah was working. Susannah visited her other daughters and their families
on a regular basis. She was staying with Elizabeth Preston at Bridge Road,
Evington when she died on 19th May 1891, and aged 76. The cause was
chronic bronchitis. Another daughter Charlotte Tarry who was present at her
death reported it.
Edward & Susannah’s eldest son, Henry worked as a Terra Cotta Mould
manufacturer (earthenware) and potter. He is also described as a tile maker in
the Trade Directories. He married Hannah Clark at St. Margaret’s on 8th
December 1861 and had eight children before his wife died in October 1876.
Of his eight children the four girls survived but the four boys all died. After five
years of being a widower he remarried Hannah Foss on 3rd September 1881
at Evington Parish Church and they had a further six children. He set up in his
own business as HENRY WOODFIELD – TERRA COTTA & FLOWER POT
MANUFACTURER – THURMASTON POTTERIES in about 1882. When he
has his children baptised it states in the register Henry Woodfield, Thurmaston
Potter in large letters. In about 1905 he took his younger brother Dennis
Woodfield into partnership. The Trade directories show H & D Woodfield –
Thurmaston Pottery. Henry made his will in 1912 and left a sum of fifteen
shillings a week from the business for his wife. He died in 1913 and was
buried in Welford Road Cemetery. The business passed to the other partner
Dennis Woodfield and on his death in 1924 the business passed to his son,
Dennis Henry Woodfield. He was still running that business until the Second
World War.
Edward & Susannah’s son, Edward (Born 1840) married Ann Hardy at St.
Margaret’s Church on 13th July 1862 and continued working as a journeyman
brickmaker. They had nine children. Edward worked as a journeyman
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brickmaker from leaving school until he set up his own business in about
1886. He was working at Seaton from 1867 to 1871 but would not have been
making the bricks for the construction of the viaduct there, as that was not
completed until 1875. He then worked for William Greaves at Lowesby. By
1880 they were living at The Brickyard, Syston and probably working for
Thomas Baker at The Syston Pottery. Thomas Baker was a flowerpot, rustic &
terra cotta pottery manufacturer, He also was a Coal & Lime Merchant, brick,
tile & plaster manufacturer, gypsum quarry owner and had a thrashing
machine.
Edward’s wife, Ann, died at Syston Brickyard on 5th February 1880 aged 35.
The cause of death was bronchitis exhaustion. Edward had to work and had
seven children to support. Of the oldest two Elizabeth was working as a
dressmaker from home and Ada was a servant for the Infirmary Store Keeper
at New Bridge Road, Leicester.
Edward lost no time in marrying again. This was a widow the same age as he
was, Frances Beedham. They were married at St Matthews on 27th March
1881. The 1881 Census was taken just after this and Frances gives her
employment as Brickwork Fireman’s Wife. They moved to North Thurmaston
and were there for the next five years. Edward had been promoted. He was
now the yard manager for Thomas Miles at Thurmaston Brick & Tile Works.
Thomas Miles had his works and yard at Thurmaston and his office at 30
Cank Street, Leicester.
Edward’s two eldest daughters both married and Edward proudly put his
occupation as a manager on their marriage certificates. Edward & Frances are
living at 47 Frank Street, Leicester now.
He has seen his elder brother, Henry, set up his own business, Thurmaston
Pottery, and make a success of it. He thought that he could do the same. He
looked around for a suitable place and found the brickyard at Kibworth
Beauchamp. There has been a brickyard there for many years and he thought
that it was suitably placed for road and rail and sufficient clay for the
manufacture of bricks, pots, etc. William Blood formerly operated it. He
arranged to rent the site on the Harborough Road just outside the village
where the main road went underneath the railway. He had his name entered
into the Trade Directories in bold type - EDWARD WOODFIELD, brick & tile
maker, Kibworth Beauchamp.
The house they lived in was a substantial oblong building. There was no
electricity. Heating was from a small range. Other rooms had open fires.
There was large paraffin stove for cooking. There was an outside toilet.
There were several sheds. One was a potting shed with two potter’s wheels in
it. These were turned by treadle and foot power. There was a big kiln with nine
fires around it. When the pots were to be fired large loads of coal would be
delivered by rail to Kibworth Station and then delivered by horse & cart.
Edward would be up all night when the firing was taking place. There was a
long shed where drainpipes were made. Another hovel was to keep the carts
in for making the deliveries and stables for the horses and pigsties. Edward
did not do all of the work single-handed. He also employed workmen to assist.
Chimney Pots were made using a mould. These were in two parts and the
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clay would be laid into each half and then they would be bound together and
fired. Flower Pots were made on the potter’s wheels. Clay would be weighed
out to give different sizes of flowerpot.
He saw his next three daughters marry at St. Wilfred’s, Kibworth Beauchamp.
On all the marriage certificates they give Edward’s occupation as a
brickmaker.
Both of his sons, Dennis Edward & Henry Horace were taught art of brick
making. His son, Dennis Edward, married in 1899 to Clara Norton at the
chapelry of Tur Langton. He was working as a journeyman brickmaker and
often away from the village. Dennis & Clara set up home at Kibworth Harcourt.
Edward’s wife, Frances, died just after the 1901 Census. She was 60 years
old. The cause of death was bronchiectasis exhaustion. She was buried at
Welford Road Cemetery in Leicester.
After her death Edward’s son Dennis and his wife Clara, moved into the
brickyard cottage. Edward continued with his business but there were a few
setbacks. His son’s wife, Clara, died in childbirth in July 1909. His youngest
son, Henry Horace had also married and was living with his wife and children
in Kibworth Harcourt. Housekeepers were employed to look after Dennis &
Clara’s children, also to look after Edward as he was now elderly and to
provide meals for the workmen. Edward Woodfield died at The Brickyard at
Kibworth on 26th February 1916 of bronchitis and cardiac failure. He was 75.
He was also buried at Welford Road Cemetery. His occupation on the death
certificate is given as master brickmaker.
Edward’s son, Dennis continued to run the business. At first his brother Henry
assisted. Henry decided he preferred to be employed rather than work with his
brother and moved with his family into Leicester. Edward was left at the
brickyard with his children. Several housekeepers had been and gone.
Eventually Lucy Browett arrived. She was a widow with one son. Dennis’s four
children liked her. Dennis Edward Woodfield married Lucy Jane Browett at
Market Harborough Registry Office on 20th August 1914. They had a daughter
in 1915.
Dennis Edward hoped that both his son’s would follow him into the business
but this was not to be. Both were taught to throw pots and make bricks and
were very good at it but neither wanted this type of work. His older son
preferred to work in agriculture and became a dairyman. His younger son
worked as a farm labourer for a time and then joined the Army. He enjoyed
swimming and was drowned in July 1927 just after his twenty-first birthday, at
the Army barracks in Calcutta.
Dennis Edward Woodfield and his second cousin, Dennis Henry Woodfield
(Thurmaston Pottery) would frequently borrow things from each other and
help each other out. They would travel by pony and trap between their
respective Brickyards.
Dennis Edward Woodfield continued living at The Brickyard, Kibworth
Beauchamp. He was still making bricks, flowerpots and other sundry items.
He had built a smaller kiln with only four fires around it, as there was not the
demand for larger firings. The clay was also running out. His health
deteriorated and found that he had to have an operation on his prostrate. He
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was admitted to Leicester Royal Infirmary and died there of peripheral
circulatory failure and enlarged prostrate on 19th January 1945. He was aged
69 years and 11½ months.He was buried at Kibworth Cemetery next to his
first wife.

Kibworth
Brickyard

Outstanding orders were completed. His widow could not stay on her own at
The Brickyard. A cottage was found to rent for her at Great Bowden. As this
was a small cottage she selected her favourite things and took those with her.
All the remaining things from the house were put on a bonfire and burnt by the
children. The Brickyard cottage was rented for a few years but then fell into
disrepair. Eventually the council used the clay pits for tipping household
waste. Now there is no sign of either cottage or clay pits.
DIANA WALLIS 17 FALSTAFF CLOSE, NUNEATON, WARKS, CV11 6FB.

Computer Repair Guy
I was having trouble with my computer. So I called Rick the computer guy, to
come over. Rick clicked a couple of buttons and solved the problem. He gave me
a bill for a minimum service call. As he was walking away, I called after him, "So,
what was wrong?"
He replied, "It was an ID ten T error."
I didn't want to appear stupid, but nonetheless inquired: "An ID ten T error?
What's that ... in case I need to fix it again?"
The computer guy grinned.... "Haven't you ever heard of an ID ten T error
before?"
"No," I replied.
"Write it down," he said, "and I think you'll figure it out."
So I did: - ...... I D 1 0 T
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AN ELEGY FOR A BRILLIANT VOCALIST
or
Thoughts towards the end of the L&RFHS visit to France, 2003.

by Colin Hardy
The group stood silently around the grave of Wifred Owen, M.C., in the small
cemetery of Ors close to the Sambre-Oise canal whilst the tour guide, Bill
McQuade, intoned Owen’s poem “Anthem for Doomed Youth”. As the late
afternoon sun filtered through the chill, grey clouds my mind turned to the
lines of another of Owen’s poems:
Move him into the sunGently its touch awoke him once, - At home,…………
and another young soldier whose home was Leicester who was never moved
into the sun and for whom there was no grave. There was only a name
alongside his comrades in arms on the Thiepval Memorial and a foreign field
that would be forever England close to the hamlet of Ginchy on the southern
edge of the Somme battlefield that we had visited the previous day. His story
is the “pity of war”.
Cyril Heathcote was
just about eighteen
when he volunteered at
the outbreak of the
Great War in 1914.
Cyril came from a long
line of working class
framework knitters and
hosiery hands.
But
there was something
special about him. He
was the first person in
the
family
with
aspirations not to work
on the factory floor. He
was a clerk at the
British Shoe Machinery
Company off on Ross
Walk. Daily he would walk up the Welford Road from number 97 and take the
tram from the Clock Tower down Belgrave Gate to work. His family had
always lived in the area around the Infirmary, first in Victoria Street, then
Mowbray Street since it left Wigston Magna and his father Alonzo had married
Sarah Goadby. He wore a smart dark suit. His abundant dark hair was parted
slightly left of centre. There seemed to be a twinkle in his eye. His rather
prominent ears prevented him from being described as especially handsome.
But in the evenings and at the weekends this dapper young man would put on
a bow tie and entertain at clubs in the town. The Daily Leicester Mercury in its
edition of Thursday, October 5th, 1916, described him as “well known in the
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town as a brilliant vocalist”. A few days later his picture appeared in the paper
amongst a dozen or so other soldiers. He was the only one out of uniform. In
a photograph of volunteers drilling in their civvies on the Magazine Square
shortly after the outbreak of hostilities in Ben Beezley’s book “Leicester in the
Great War” young Cyril parades erect as the right marker of the company.
A year later Cyril now a Lance Corporal was sent as a replacement to the 1st
Battalion of the Leicestershire Regiment. This, of course, was a regular
battalion that had been fighting since it was sent from Ireland at the beginning
of the war. It was now in the Ypres salient and had been engaged in the battle
of Hooge. On the 1st August they were relieved by the Kings Own Scottish
Border Regiment and entrained at Proven. Cyril was to participate in the third
and final phase of the battle of the Somme. On the 3rd August they arrived at
Caudas. The journey was not without incident since the last two coaches
became uncoupled and ran backwards down an incline into buffers. Seven of
Cyril’s comrades were injured. From the railhead at Caudas he began a long
march that would take him up to the front line and his death.
He marched to Beauval then on to Lealvillers, rested for three days before
slogging on to a temporary base in Mailly-Mallet wood. Cyril and his battalion
remained there for three weeks resting and training for the ordeal ahead. On
the 27th August they left the wood for another long march, which would
eventually take them to Meaulte by the 11th September. They would have
become familiar with a number of small French villages through which they
passed and in which they rested: Louvincourt, Flesselles, Cardonette,
Mericourt l’Abbe. I wondered if the young Cyril used his “brilliant” voice to
keep up morale along the way especially singing those songs so well known
during the war. He was already a long way from Leicester as well as
Tipperary. At Maulte they occupied old German trenches. The following day
they carried bombs up to supply the front line at Trones Wood. Then they
received their orders.
Cyril’s battalion was a part of the 71st Infantry Brigade, which belonged to the
6th Division of the Fourth Army commanded by Sir Henry Rawlinson. It was
from him they received their orders and who “did for them….. with his plan of
attack”. Their objective was a particularly nasty, well-defended position known
as the “Quadrilateral” alongside the Ginchy-Morval road. It was here that our
tour bus pulled up on a sunny afternoon facing the open fields and my
thoughts and imaginings sped back 78 years to where under cover of
darkness the Tigers moved up to the front trenches facing the sunken road to
Ginchy. To the right of them was the Norfolk regiment. By 4-30 am on the 15th
September Cyril waited nervously, only his rum ration and the unique sight of
one of the first tanks brought any relief. The tank was to be used to destroy
the wire surrounding the “Quadrilateral” but in fact created the disaster that
was to follow. Around 6-00am a preliminary bombardment by British artillery
fell on the German position except in front of the Leicesters. There a barrage
free pathway was left for the tank. In fact the tank mistook the Norfolk trench
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for the Germans line and fired on it before wandering off, clearly lost. Tension
replaced the butterflies in Cyril’s stomach. At 6-20am, whistles blew along the
line and automatically Cyril pulled himself out of the trench. The four
companies of the 1st Leicesters, 23 officers and 643 men, were to attack 250
yards of German trench. To the right of them the 9th Norfolks were to do the
same. To the left was the Guards Division. Two companies advanced in four
lines. The officers counted out the thirty paces between them. The second
two companies were in support, 300 yards in the rear. As Cyril and his
“Tigers” comrades, including Private William Buckingham, VC, left the
trenches they were immediately met through the mist and smoke by intense
machine gun fire. Cyril like all the others never reached the German wire,
which was still intact. He may have been killed outright. One hopes so for the
Germans poured down artillery shells on the Leicesters as they buried
themselves into the earth to shield themselves from the torrent of bullets. One
of these shells either blew the already dead or wounded 19-year-old Cyril to
pieces or buried him so deeply his body was never found. Billy Buckingham
met the same fate.
No one got through the wire. Shell holes were the saviours of many as the
enemy barrage continued all day. At night the remaining, shattered Leicesters
were pulled back. In the early morning of the 17th they were relieved by the
West Yorkshire Regiment and retired to Maltz Horn Farm. They were truly a
part of “the forlorn hope” and the attack on an untouched and well-defended
redoubt was a wicked failure. Over half of those who rose out of the trenches
were either dead or wounded. 7 of the 23 officers were killed and 7 wounded.
108 men were killed and 221 wounded. Twenty-two were listed as missing
believed killed in action. Cyril was one of this number; a Tiger led by a
Donkey. Two days later with the assistance of an effective wire cutting
barrage the 71st Brigade took the “Quadrilateral”.
But at 97, Welford Road three weeks later there was only “a drawing down of
blinds” after receiving that fateful telegram. It was a feeling shared by all too
many other Leicestershire families who would now only “hear the bugles
calling for them from sad shires”.
Weep, you may weep, for you may touch them not.
And for Cyril:
Your dear voice is not dear
Gentle, and evening clear,
As theirs whom none now hear,
Now earth has stopped their piteous mouths…...
Cyril 'a brilliant vocalist' was just another promising life full of hope that was
abruptly stopped on the Somme.
Was it for this the clay grew tall?
O what made fatuous sunbeams toil
To break earth’s sleep at all?
********************
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Welcome to the following New Members
May 2003
A0256 ALMEY Miss. DEBBIE JANE, 473 WELFORD ROAD, LEICESTER, LE2 6BL
A0257 APPS Mrs. DOREEN, ROCKINGHAM HOL. VILLAGE,147 DIXON RD, ROCKINGHAM, 6168
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
B0931 BALE Mrs. MARGARET SYLVIA, 4 BRIDGE HILL, EPPING, ESSEX, CM16 4ER
B0934 BASS Mrs. ANN, 68 UPWELL ROAD, MARCH, CAMBS. PE15 9EA
B0936 BASSFORD Mr. EDWARD, 4 RAILWAY COTTAGES, RIPE LANE, FIRLE , LEWES, E.
SUSSEX, BN8 6NJ
B0932 BATES Mrs. JEAN, 6 NAYLOR ROAD, SYSTON, LEICS. LE7 1LW
B0937 BENTLEY Mr.ALAN-Mrs.MARJORIE, 85 ELTON ROAD, STIBBINGTON, Nr.
PETERBOROUGH, CAMBS. PE8 6JX
B0930 BLISSETT Mrs. ELIZABETH C. 'FATHER'S HOUSE', 4 LUBENHAM HILL, MARKET
HARBORO', LEICS. LE16 9DQ
B0933 BOTTRILL Mrs. CYNTHIA MARY, 8 RENISHAW DRIVE, LEICESTER, LE5 5TY
B0938 BRINSFORD, Mrs. AUDREY, 1 HOLMHURST AVE, HIGHCLIFFE, CHRISTCHURCH,
DORSET BH23 5PG
B0935 BROWN Mr. CLIFF, 2 HOBHILL CLOSE, HUNCOTE, LEICESTER, LE9 3AS
C0586 CHAMBERLAIN Mr. J. & Mrs. C. 24 PADDOCK CLOSE, CALVERTON, NOTTINGHAM
NG14 6GJ
C0587 CUTTER, Mrs. KATHERINE, 36 HALLFIELD CRESCENT, WETHERBY, WEST
YORKSHIRE, LS22 6JP
D0306 DUNCAN Mrs. JILL, 2225 GISBY STREET, WEST VANCOUVER, B.C., V7V 4N5,
CANADA
E0156 EVANS Ms. M.A.,2 KINGSFIELD ROAD, BASFORD, STOKE-ON-TRENT, STAFFS.
ST4 6DY
F0262 FAULKES Miss. JUNE , 8 THE PARADE, NUNEATON, WARKS. CV11 5NR
F0261 FAULKNALL Mr. MARK H. 1 FERNDALE GROVE, HINCKLEY, LEICS. LE10 0PH
F0263 FURNISS Mr. COLIN, 2 MIN-Y-NANT, RHIWBINA, CARDIFF, CF14 6JR
G0393 GALLAGHER Mrs. LUCY,THRUSH DENE, WESTBURY LANE , PURLEY ON THAMES,
READING RG8 8DL
G0392 GAUGHAN Mr. MICHAEL, 33 WEST STREET, WELFORD, NORTHANTS, NN6 6HU
G0389 GEARY Miss. PAMELA MARIAN, 1 HIGH ACRES, BILLESDON, LEICESTER, LE7 9FB
G0390 GORDON Mrs. PATRICIA ROSE, PO BOX 605, EDEN, NEW SOUTH WALES, 2551
AUSTRALIA
G0391 GREEN Mrs. MOLLY ELIZABETH, 6 THE MALTINGS, CREDITON, DEVON, EX17 1HT
H0694 HAMES Mr. G.D. & Mrs. K.K. 51 WELLAND AVENUE, GARTREE , LEICS., LE16 7RN
H0695 HAYWOOD Mr. BRIAN, 'HEATH VIEW', KINGSLEY COURT, POTTERHANWORTH,
LINCOLN, LN4 2DQ
H0693 HOLMAN Mr. GEOFFREY, 5 INGLETON ROAD, NEWSOME, HUDDERSFIELD, HD4 6QX
K0184 KILGOUR-MILLER Mrs. ALISON, 1115 HINDBOURN CLOSE, BESSACARR,
DONCASTER, S/YORKS. DN4 7RW
M0509 McQUEEN Mrs. SANDRA, 64 THE COMMON, BARWELL, LEICESTER, LE9 8BR
M0510 MORISON Mr. JOHN V.,8 CHURCHGATE, HALLATON, LEICS. LE16 8TY
M0508 MORRIS Mr. ALBERT MICHAEL, 4 TENDRING DR., WIGSTON, LEICESTER, LE18 3WR
N0139 NEWBOLD Mr. RICHARD, 74 CASTLE ROAD, MOUNTSORREL, LOUGHBOROUGH,
LEICS. LE12 7EU
N0140 NEWCOMBE Mr. RICHARD-Mrs. ZOE, WILLOW COTTAGE, COTTAGE RD, WIGSTON,
LEICES. LE18 3SA
P0440 PITCHFORD Miss. DIANA, 18 VICARAGE ROAD, SOUTHWELL, NOTTS. NG25 0NN
P0439 PROCTOR Mrs. MARGARET, 9 THE CEDARS, WHICKHAM, NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE,
NE10 5TH
R0311 REED Mr. GEORGE, 91 PACKER AVENUE, LEICESTER FOREST EAST, LEICESTER,
LE3 3QP
R0307 RILEY Mr. PETER, 119 AINSDALE ROAD, LEICESTER, LE3 0UE
R0309 ROBINSON Mrs. PAMELA EDITH, 42 THE BRIDLE, GLEN PARVA, LEICESTER, LE2 9HQ
R0310 ROGERS Mrs. THERESA,14 MILTON CLOSE, St. IVES, CAMBRIDGESHIRE, PE27 6TX
R0312 RUXTON Mr. W.A.F., 22 OAST ROAD, HURST GREEN, OXTED, SURREY, RH8 9DU
R0308 RYAN Mrs. SHARYN, VERONICA AVENUE, COSTA BLANCA, 10 NIRUANA BLOQUE B,
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S0738 SHELDON Mrs. PATRICIA A., 7 THE PARADE, PRINCE'S STREET, NUNEATON, WARKS.
CV11 5NR
S0737 SMITH Mr. ALAN-Mrs. YVONNE, 16 SUMMERS WAY, MARKET HARBOROUGH, LEICS.
LE16 9QE
S0735 STEVENS, Mrs. LINDA, 14 MEADOW ROAD, BARLESTONE, LEICS. CV13 0HQ
S0733 STEVENSON Mrs. JOAN ANN, 23 OAKCROFT AVENUE, KIRBY MUXLOE, LEICESTER,
LE9 2DH
S0734 STURGESS Mr. ANTHONY JOHN, 9 CAREY ROAD, HUNCOTE, LEICESTER, LE9 3AH
S0736 SWAIN Miss. GILLIAN, 63 TIMBER STREET,SOUTH WIGSTON, LEICESTER, LE18 4QG
T0300 TOWERS MARION, MAGAZINE LIBRARY NZSG, PO BOX 14036, PANMURE, AUKLAND
1134 NEW ZEALAND
T0301 TRAYNER Mr. JAMES PETER, 119 FAIRE ROAD, GLENFIELD,0 LEICESTER, LE3 8EG
W0626 WAGSTAFF Mr. SIMON MARK, 7 ULVERSCROFT DR., GROBY, LEICESTER, LE6 0YA
W0629 WALKER Mrs. AUDREY, 7 CHURCH STREET, BELTON, RUTLAND, LE15 9JU
W0628 WELSH Miss. GALE, 134 BEAUMONT LEYS LANE, LEICESTER,LE4 2BD
W0627 WILLETTS Mrs. VICTORIA CLARE, 21 NORTHUMBERLAND AVENUE, MARKET
BOSWORTH, NUNEATON, WARKS. CV13 0RJ
W0630 WINTHORPE-TYERS Mrs. LORRAINE, 11 GALLIMORE CLOSE, GLENFIELD,
LEICESTER , LE3 8HA
Y0039 YATES, Mrs. CAROL, 16 KAPPLER CLOSE, NETHERFIELD, NOTTINGHAM, NG4 2PT

June 2003
A0258 ASPINALL, Mrs. VIRGINIA M. 129 THE RIDINGS, ROTHLEY, LEICS. LE7 7SL
B0939 BELL, Mr. JAMES , 24 RIDDON DRIVE, HOLLYCROFT, HINCKLEY, LEICS. LE10 0UG
B0940 BENNETT, Miss. AMELIA K,4 LADYCHAPEL RD, ABBEYMEAD,GLOUCESTER,GL4 5FQ
B0941 BUCKLEY Mr. MICHAEL JOHN,4 REDMIRES CL, LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICS. LE11 4EP
C0588 COLTMAN Mrs. KATHLEEN ANN, 24 HOLT ROAD, BIRSTALL, LEICESTER LE4 4AP
C0589 CUTTILL Mrs. JENNIE, 41 PORIAN RISE, MELTON MOWBRAY, LEICS. LE13 0TJ
D0307 DUNN ,Mr. DENNIS ARTHUR, 37 OVERDALE ROAD, KNIGHTON, LEICESTER LE2 3YJ
E0157 EXTON Mr. PETER JOHN, 87 OLD CLOUGH RD, WORSLEY, MANCHESTER M28 3EG
E0158 ELLIS Mrs. JULIE CHRISTINE, 14 ASHLEIGH ROAD, LEICESTER, LE3 0FA
G0394 GARNER Mr.TIM - Mrs.PAULINE, 19 BARKBY ROAD, SYSTON, LEICESTER, LE7 2AG
G0395 GRETTON, Mr. JOHN, 7 BEECH CLOSE,RADCLIFFE ON TRENT, NOTTS, NG12 2DH
H0696 HART, Mrs.JENNY A, 1 NORTHUMBERLAND RD, STH WIGSTON, LEICESTER LE18 4WL
K0185 KNOWLES, Mrs. ELIZABETH V.,4 KELTHORPE CLOSE, KETTON, STAMFORD, LINCS.
PE9 2RS
L0283 LACEY,Ms. FREDA, 112 WENTWORTH ROAD, WHEATLEY, DONCASTER, DN2 4BP
M0511 MURAWSKI,Mrs. LINDA, 385 WOKINGHAM ROAD, EARLEY, READING, BERKS.RG6 7EH
M0512 MAGRATH,Mrs. CATHERINE R. 37 WESSEX DRIVE, LEICESTER , LE3 6SQ
M0513 MARTIN, Mrs. ANNETTE,16 OAKLEIGH DRIVE, ORTON LONGUEVILLE,
PETERBOROUGH, PE2 7BG
S0633 SPENCER, Mr. NICHOLAS, 21 HARBOROUGH ROAD, KIBWORTH HARCOURT,
LEICESTER, LE8 0RB
S0739 SIMPSON Mr. ROBERT JOHN,46 CLOCHE WAY, SWINDON, WILTSHIRE, SN2 7JL
S0740 SHIRLEY, Mrs. CAROLINE, 30 LOWESWATER ROAD, BINLEY, COVENTRY, CV3 2HD
T0302 TAILBY,Mrs. ANGELA, 54 GAINSBOROUGH RISE, BEDFORD, MK41 7NS
W0631 WILLIAMSON,Mr. IAN, 44 STUART STREET, LEICESTER, LE3 0DU

July 2003
A0260 ALLEN, Ms. RUTH,16 JUDGES ST, LOUGHBOROUGH , LEICS. LE11 1RX
A0259 ATKINS Mr. DENIS FRANK, 27 KIPLING DRIVE, SADILANDS - SUTTON ON SEA
MABLETHORPE, LINCS. LN12 2RF
B0942 BANWELL, Mrs. BARBARA, 80 EAST ST, NEWTON ABBOT,DEVON TQ12 1AQ
G0399 GARRATT, Mrs. KARIN, 57 St. ANNES RD, KETTERING, NORTHANTS NN15 5EQ
G0400 GIBB, Mrs. SUSAN JUNE, 49 COLNE DRIVE, BERINSFIELD, WALLINGFORD
OXON. OX10 7PE
G0397 GLENTON, Mr.TREVOR,13 CROMWELL AVE, MARPLE, STOCKPORT,CHESHIRE
SK6 6JQ
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G0398 GRIFFIN, Mr. KEVIN JOHN, 43 HOPYARD CLOSE, LEICESTER, LE2 9GY
G0396 GUNBY, Mr. PAUL IAN, 83 ROEHAMPTON DRIVE, WIGSTON, LEICESTER LE18 1HU
H0697 HITCHCOCKS, Miss. MELANIE, 24 SPIRE VIEW, QUARRINGTON, SLEAFORD, LINCS.
NG24 7RU
H0698 HUBBARD, Mrs. PATRICIA GRACE, 49 MOOR VIEW, HEATHERLEIGH, OKEHAMPTON
EXETER DEVON EX20 3LB
L0284 LOCKLEY, Mrs. MARIA CLARE, SUITE 202, 99 WARWICK ST, ROYAL LEAMINGTON SPA
WARKS. CV32 4RB
N0141 NEISH,Mrs. SALLY, LLWYNFWYDD, NANTMEL,LLANDRINDOD WELLS,POWYS LD1 6EG
P0444 PARKER, Ms. LAURA, 67 LICHFIELD RD, SNEINTON, NOTTINGHAM, NOTTS. NG2 4GF
P0064 PEARSON, Mrs. JANETTE YVONNE, 13 EARLSWOOD RD, EVINGTON, LEICES LE5 6JB
P0441 PITTS, Ms. JANE ST.CLARE G. 44 HOLMFIELD AVE, STONEYGATE, LEICES, LE2 2BF
P0443 POTTER, Miss BRIGITTE, FLAT 2, 170 MAYGROVE RD, WEST HAMPSTEAD, LONDON
NW6 2EP
P0442 PYRAH, Mr.CHRISTOPHER D,35 GREENWOOD RD, LEICESTER, LE5 4NH
S0742 SAUNT, Mrs. JACKIE, 7 BROOKDALE, HINCKLEY, LEICS. LE10 0NX
S0741 SHARMAN, Mr. JEREMY J, 2 BRISSON CLOSE, WEST END, SURREY KT10 8JZ
S0743 STANLEY, Mrs. JACQUELINE MARY, PAPILLON LODGE , THEDDINGWORTH ROAD
LUBENHAM, LEICS. LE16 9TP
T0303 TANSLEY, Mrs. SUE, 66 OVERPARK AVENUE , LEICESTER LE3 1NJ
V0037 VANN, Mr. NIGEL KENNETH, 15 ALBION STREET,SYSTON, LEICESTER LE7 2AA
W0632 WADDINGTON, Ms. HELEN VICTORIA , 8 RIPLEY TERRACE, LUDDENDEN FOOT,
HALIFAX, W. YORKS. HX2 6AN
W0633 WINDRAM, Dr. MIKE, 1 HICKORY DRIVE, WINCHESTER, HAMPS. SO22 6NJ
Y0040 YEADON , Mr. PETER GUY, 6 KILBY DRIVE, WIGSTON MAGNA, LEICESTER LE

Change of address
C0442 CALVER, MR. ADRIAN 21 STEYNING CRESCENT, GLENFIELD, LEICESTER LE3 8PL
T0199 TAYLOR, MR.DAVID C.-MRS.P.A., 14 GRANBY RD, MTON MOWBRAY,LEICS. LE13 1PW
A0076 AINSWORTH,MR N & MRS H, FARLEY HOUSE, 9 HARECASTLE BANK, STONE,
STAFFS. ST15 8ZU
B0675 BORLEY, MR. N.P. & MRS. J. 2 WOOLWICH RD, CLACTON ON SEA, ESSEX , CO16 8UW
C0227 CLARKE, MRS IVY, C/o Mrs. Y. RERAIDGE, 17 FALCON RD, ANSTEY, LEICES. LE7 7FY
E0099 EARP, MR.RONALD-MRS.BETTY, 50 EAST RD, OUNDLE, PETERBOROUGH, PE8 4BX
H0417 HAMBRIDGE,MISS PATRICIA, CYSGOD Y COED, 30 NANT Y PATRICK, TREFNANT, St.
ASAPH LL17 0BN
H0520 HICKS, Mrs. VIVIEN, 'SOUTHBANK' , WELLINGTON, HEREFORD, HR4 8AT
J0052 JOHNSON, MRS CAROL A. 130 WEST HOE HEIGHTS,OREWA, HIBISCUS COAST, 1461,
NEW ZEALAND
L0177 LITTLE, MRS. JOANNA, 71 WOODSIDE, ASHBY DE LA ZOUCH, LEICES LE65 2NU
M0090 MAY, MR GEORGE, "SWN-Y-DON", CASTLE MORRIS, HAVERFORDWEST, SA62 5UX
P0124 POWELL,MISS MARY E, FLAT 4 BIRKDALE COURT,189 EVINGTON LANE, LEICS LE5
6DJ
T0299 TRIMINGHAM , Ms. MARY,11500 15th AVE, N.E., Apt. 406, SEATTLE, WA , 98125 U.S.A.
R0203 DOWDING, Mrs. KATHRYN R, 14 SHIRLEY DRIVE, SYSTON, LEICS. LE7 1LU
R0312 RUXTON, Mr. W.A.F.,22 OAST ROAD, OXTED, SURREY, RH8 9DU
W0402 WALKER, MISS VALERIE A, 85 KING CERDIC CLOSE, GRANGE PARK, CHARD
SOMERSET TA20 2JB
Y0005 YORK, MR MARTIN E "THE MARTINS", 80 MAIN ST., LYDDINGTON,OAKHAM
RUTLAND LE15 9LT

Members Obituary
BO 355 Michael Blackbourne
Bill Cartwright
Bill, who passed away in February, will be best remembered sitting in the
library on Monday mornings, tirelessly sorting through the BMD fiche,
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checking for missing fiche and replacing damaged envelopes. Bill had
volunteered for this essential task whilst his wife, Pauline was on library duty.
We will all miss his friendly smile and greetings, and send our deepest
condolences to Pauline and his family.
Members Interests
N0141
B0934
N0141
B0939
B0941
A0259
A0259
B0941
B0940
F0261
B0939
G0394
G0394
B0942
B0932
B0934
B0939
B0939
B0939
B0934
B0934
W0629
S0743
H0694
H0696
B0934
H0693
W0629
W0629
W0631
S0743
F0261
S0633
H0694
C0589
C0589
W0627
W0627
A0259
M0508
A0260
L0284
P0438
G0399
P0441
P0440
D0306
M0511
M0509
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ADCOCK 1740-1860 Oakham
RUT
ALMEY 1680Brough'n Astley
LEI
ALMEY1740-1860
Oakham
RUT
ANDERSONc1867 Kingsbarns
FIF
ANDREWS <1900Aylestone
LEI
ATKINS 1855 Northampton
NTH
ATKINS 1830Northampton
NTH
B(0)UCKLEY<1800 Measham
LEI
BAILEY 1700s Cottesmore
RUT
BAILEY <1800 Barlestone
LEI
BALD c1892 Tullibody
CLK
BALL >1850 Stoke Golding
LEI
BALL >1880 Leicester
LEI
BARKER >1800 M. Mowbray
LEI
BATES <1918
Leics
LEI
BAUM 1800 Newtown Linford
LEI
BELL 1784-1866 Courstown
DFS
BELL 1827-1907 Dryfesdale
DFS
BELL c1915 Klaarstrom
RSA
BENT 1804 Billesdon
LEI
BODYCOTE 1788 Brough'n Astley LEI
BOND ANY Leicester
LEI
BOOTH 1700-1800
Any UK
ANY
BOSWORTH1896-1960 Middlesex MDX
BOWTELL 1903 Wapping
LND
BRADLEY 1800 Newark
NTT
BRADLEYSTEVENSON1850-1950Thorpe Acre LEI
BRANSTON15-16C Leics
LEI
BRANSTON 15-16C Rutland
RUT
BRIDGES 1890-1920Burton on Trent STS
BRIGLEY 1700-1800Edinburgh
SCT
BROOKES <1850 Osbaston
LEI
BROOKHOUSE<1820 Swithland
LEI
BUDD 1881-2000
Sussex
SSX
BULL 18-1900s
Leics
LEI
BULL 18-1900s Northants
NTH
CADE c1900
Syston
LEI
CADE c1881 Stamford
LIN
CAPLE 1899 Leicester
LEI
CASHMORE ANY Leicester
LEI
CAVE ANY Warks
WAR
CHOLERTON >1900 Leics
LEI
CHRISTIAN1800-1890 M Mowbray LEI
CHURCHHOUSE 1896-1965 Leicester
LEI
CIDOE1800 Worcs
WOR
CLARKE
1793 Cocken
LAN
CLAY ANY Leicester
LEI
COBLEY
<1900 Ashby
LEI
COLLINS
ANY Whitacre
WAR
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L0284
M0508
B0942
W0630
A0259
S0633
F0261
D0305
D0305
G0392
G0392
G0392
G0392
W0629
W0629
B0939
B0932
G0392
E0158
G0396
P0440
F0261
F0262
F0262
F0262
P0440
B0940
B0932
B0932
T0302
G0399
K0184
B0940
F0261
G0394
G0394
G0394
G0394
P0441
S0732
A0259
P064
E0158
E0158
E0158
P0439
G0396
D0306

COOPER
1950 Surrey
SRY
COPE c1900
Leicester
LEI
CORSER >1840
M.Mowbray LEI
CORT
<1900 Leics
LEI
DIBBLE
1830 Northants
NTH
DILLOWS <1800 Northants
NTH
DOBSON <1800 Bagworth
LEI
DOWNS
1880 Oakham
RUT
DOWNS
1855 Oakham
RUT
DREWETT 19C Hants
HAM
DREWETT 19C Wilts
WIL
DREWITT
19C Hants
HAM
DREWITT
19C Wilts
WIL
DUFFIN
ANY Leics
LEI
DUFFIN
ANY Notts
NTT
EASSIE 1810-1881 Monifieth
ANS
EDMUNDS <1923 Mid. Glam
GLA
ELKINS 19C
Wilts
WIL
ELLIS <1800 Mansfield
NTT
ESSEX >1850
Cotswolds
GLS
FAIRCHILD 1800 Gt Gonerby
LIN
FAULKNER/NALL <1800 Newbold
Verdon
LEI
FAULKS <1845
Leics
LEI
FAULKS 1845-1900 Quorndon
LEI
FAULKS 1880-1920 StoneyStantonLEI
FISHER
1732 Kendal
WES
FLINT
1800s Rutland
RUT
FORBES
<1920 Beds
BDF
FORBES
<1920 Yorks
YKS
FORRYAN 1750-1950 Wigston LEI
FREARSON 1800-1900Leicester LEI
FREEMAN 1800-1900s Leics
LEI
GARFOOT >1700 Rutland
RUT
GARLAND <1800 Nailstone
LEI
GARNER >1820 Thurmaston
LEI
GARNER >1850
Hucknall
NTT
GARNER >1850 Sutton/Ashfield NTT
GARNER >1850 Nottingham
NTT
GIFFORD
1800
London
LND
GOADBY 1650-1900 Mkt Harborough
LEI
GOSS 1830 Northants
NTH
GRAIN 1820-1854 Leicester
LEI
GREGORY ANY Matlock/Riber
DBY
GREGORY ANY Starkholmes
DBY
GREGORY ANY
Tansley
DBY
GRIMLEY 1790 Stanton
under Bardon
LEI
GUNBYS >1850 Any
ANY
HALFORD ANY Leicester
LEI
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R0310
W0629
W0629
W0629
H0694
S0736
W0631
H0697
C0586
C0588
P0440
H0693
H0693
H0693
H0693
B0939
H0693
H0693
B0934
S0633
C0588
B0940
B0940
H0697
D0306
M0513
H0694
P0438
B0940
K0184
K0184
K0184
K0184
K0184
S0633
H0693
M0511
G0389
G0389
D0306
C0586
H0696
H0696
W0631
W0631
K0184
K0184
K0184
R0310
M0511
S0633
S0633
R0310
M0508
M0511
C0588
B0939

HALL
>1800 Leics
LEI
HALLS
ANY
Norfolk
NFK
HALLS
ANY
Leics
LEI
HALLS
ANY
Notts
NTT
HAMES 1880-2000
Enderby
LEI
HANDLEY 1830-1940 Sheffield YKS
HARRIMAN 1890-1920 Staffs STS
HARRIS 1890 Kings Norton
RUT
HATTON 1900 Shepshed
LEI
HAWKINS
ANY
Staffs
STS
HIRD 1760 Lt Langdale
WES
HOLMAN 1800-2003 Thorpe
Acre
LEI
HOLMAN 1800-2003 Dishley
LEI
HOLMAN 1700-2003Little Bowden NTH
HOLMAN 1700-2003 Leics
LEI
HOLT c1878 Barrow in Furness CUL
HOMAN 1700-2003 Little Bowden NTH
HOMAN 1700-2003 Leics
LEI
HUNT 1818 Mowsley
LEI
HURST
<1800 Wigston LEI
ISSLEY
ANY
Staffs
STS
JACKSON 1760-1860
Cottesmore
RUT
JACKSON 1760-1860 Sproxton RUT
JAMES
1830
Nottingham NTT
JARVIS
ANY
Leicester LEI
JESSON 1850-2003 Medbourne LEI
JOHNSON 1880-2000 Enderby` LEI
KAVANAGH 1800-1880 Leics` LEI
KETTLE
1700-1900 Rutland RUT
KEY
1800-1900s Leics LEI
KILGOUR
1800-1900s Notts NTT
KILGOUR 1800-1900s Scotland SCT
KILGOUR
1800-1900s Leics LEI
KILGOUR-MILLER 1800-1900s
Scotland SCT
KIRKLAND
<1800 Barlestone LEI
KNIGHT 1850-2003 Thorpe Acre LEI
LEESON
<1900 Griffydam LEI
LEWIN
1700s Sth Croxton LEI
LEWIN
1700s Syston
LEI
LISTER
ANY
Leicester LEI
LOVETT
1900
Shepshed LEI
MANN
1904
Wapping LND
MANN 1904 East End London LND
MARSH 1920-1930 Leicester LEI
MERRYFIELD1910-1940Leicester LEI
MILLER
1800-1900s Leics LEI
MILLER 1800-1900s Scotland SCT
MILLER
1800-1900s Notts NTT
MOFFET
<1900 Leics
LEI
MOODY
<1900 Ashby
LEI
MOORE
<1800 Rempstone LEI
MOORE
<1800 Whitwick LEI
MORLEY
>1800 Leics
LEI
MORRIS
ANY
Leicester LEI
MOTTRAM <1900 Ashby
LEI
MOULE
ANY
Leicester LEI
MYLES
1820-1881Dundee ANS
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B0941
P0438
P0440
G0389
G0389
B0932
B0932
S0736
B0934
G0399
S0740
S0740
B0938
S0633
P0440
B0932
P0442
E0158
H0697
H0697
A0260
R0312
R0312
W0631
H0693
N0141
E0158
S0743
D0305
D0305
P0439
E0158
S0732
P0438
M0513
S0633
S0633
B0931
B0940
B0940
B0941
G0399
A0260
P0440
A0260
H0697
H0697
T0302
A0257
C0589
C0589
E0158
C0588
W0630
M0513
C0586
M0510
A0260

NEEDHAM
<1900 Kegworth LEI
NICHOLLS 1700s Hunts
HUN
NORTH
1746
Fulbeck
LIN
NORTON
>1850 Leics
LEI
NORTON
>1850 Nth Yorks YKS
OSGUTHORPE <1926 Co Durham DUR
OSGUTHORPE <1926 Nth Yorks YKS
PARKIN 1830-1900
Sheffield YKS
PAWLEY 1881 Stoney Stanton
LEI
PEBERDY 1800-1951 Leicester LEI
PERKINS 1860 Fenny Drayton
WAR
PERKINS
1830
Cheshire CHS
PICK 1700-1900 Buckminster
LIN
PIDCOCK
ANY
Sileby
LEI
PITCHFORD 1756
Warsop
NTT
PRESTON
<1926 Nth Yorks YKS
PYRAH
1901
Whittington DBY
RAWSON
ANY
Winkburn NTT
RICHMOND c1775
Barrowden RUT
RICHMOND 1795
Ketton
RUT
ROWLEY
<1850 Nuneaton WAR
RUCKSTONE <16C Cossington LEI
RUXTON
13-19C Cossington LEI
RYAN 1890-1920
Leicester LEI
SAUNDERS 1850-2003Thorpe
Acre
LEI
SHARPE 1740-1800 Rutland
RUT
SHAW
19C
Stapleford NTT
SIDNEY 1700-1800 Co.Durham DUR
SLATER
1880
Oakham RUT
SLATER
1855
Oakham RUT
SMALLEY 1820 Newtown Linford LEI
SMEDLEY
18-19C Derbys
DBY
SMITH 1837-1865
Leicester LEI
SNEESBY
1700s Hunts
HUN
SPENCE
1900
Slawston LEI
SPENCER
ANY
Cropston LEI
SPENCER THOMAS 1763Any ANY
SPRINGTHORPE1800sLeicester LEI
SPRINGTHORPE1800sManton
RUT
SPRINGTHORPE1800sCottesmoreRUT
STANLEY
<1900 Measham LEI
START 1800-1900
Shepshed LEI
STEPHENS ANY
Leics
LEI
STORER
1812
Welby
LIN
STURGESSANY
Leics
LEI
SWIFT
1900
Oakham RUT
SWIFT
1850
Ketton
RUT
TAILBY 1750-1950
Wigston LEI
TAYLOR
19C
Lutterworth LEI
TAYLOR 18-1900s
Leics
LEI
TAYLOR
1800-1900sNotts NTT
TEASDALE18-20C Matlock Bath DBY
TEBBATT
ANY
Leicester LEI
TEEAR
<1900 Leics
LEI
TILLEY
1850-2003Thorpe
Langton LEI
TIMSON
1900
Whitwick LEI
TOPLISS
1850
Ashby
LEI
TOWNSENDANY
Leics
LEI
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T0303 TYERS
1850
Laughton RUT
M0513 UNDERWOOD 1800s Thorpe
Langton LEI
M0513 VENDY 1700-2003
Langtons LEI
T0303 WADE
1700
Rutland
RUT
S0740 WADELIN 1802-1845Shropshire SAL
S0740 WADELIN
1802-1845Stafford STS
A0257 WAIN
19C
Lutterworth LEI
T0299 WAINWRIGHT 1900 Leicester LEI
T0299 WAINWRIGHT 1798 Swannington LEI
T0299 WAINWRIGHT 1829-1923
Swannington
LEI
M0510 WALLIS
1780
Gilmorton LEI
N0141 WALTERS 1740-1840 Oakham RUT
E0158 WARDLE
ANY
Matlock
DBY
P0439 WARDLE
1820
Markfield LEI

P0439
B0932
B0932
G0396
P064
F0261

WARDLE
1780
Ticknall
WATERS
<1901 Shropshire
WATERS <1901 Nth Yorks
WELLS >1850Leicester
WELLS <1860 Leicester
WILLIAMSON <1800 Newbold
Verdon
W0631 WILLIAMSON 1900-1920
Willesden
E0158 WILMOT
ANY
Matlock
E0158 WILMOT
ANY
Tansley
P0440 WING
1686
Denton
H0697 WOOD
1830
Sneinton
M0509 WRIGHT
1835
Peckleton
Y040
YEADON
1880-1900 Yorks

DBY
SAL
YKS
LEI
LEI
LEI
LND
DBY
DBY
LIN
NTT
LEI
YKS

Members Interests On Line
Members are invited to add their interest names to the database on the
Internet at
http://lrfhs.net
Members can also add their e-mail address to the web site by sending it to the
webmaster George Smith at airforce@localdial.com
Since the inauguration of the Members Interest site, Bette has dealt with over
3,000 enquires via e-mail, however, if you do not have access to a computer it
may be worth dropping her a line and the database will be searched and the
results sent to you.
Members using e-mail service are reminded that name interest enquiry's must
be accompanied by MEMBERSHIP NUMBER of person they wish to contact,
along with their own membership number. This is because a number of
enquiries are received, lacking a search MEMBERSHIP NUMBER, which
adds time to answering enquiries.
For postal enquiries, please send a s.a.e (UK) and IRC (abroad) together
with MEMBERSHIP NUMBER of person you wish to contact along with your
own membership number to:
BETTE WALKLATE, 1 EDENHURST AVE, LEICESTER. LE3 2PA
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